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You’re up for the challenge
... how about your foam?
ThunderStorm® ATC is the only foam chemically designed
to perform as a 1% foam on hydrocarbons in-depth.

ThunderStorm® ATC is the result of an exhaustive mission to create
a high-performance foam that overcomes industrial fires with authority
and consistency.
UL 162 listed and API rated top in its field, ThunderStorm®
out performs its competitors in the most important test
of all ... in the field. With hundreds of extinguishments of
hydrocarbon and polar solvent related fires ThunderStorm®
ATC is the most potent blend of foam available today.
With safety, infrastructure, and production on the line
ThunderStorm® assures quick knockdown, reliable extinguishment, and long lasting vapor suppression for fires in-depth —
including ships, pipelines, storage tanks, barges, subterranean
fires, and more.

Available in
“1 x 3”, “3 x 3”, “3 x 6”,
and freeze protected blends.

WILLIAMS

Fire & Hazard Control, Inc®
Find your global representative with
our “Global Contacts” link at:

www.williamsfire.com
24 Hour Emergency

409-727-2347
281-999-0276
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Durham and Darlington Fire and
Rescues Service Chooses Telemetry
The Durham and Darlington Fire and
Rescue Service has become the latest Fire
Service to choose the DRAEGER PSS Merlin
telemetry system. The order, which was
placed in March, 2007, was for 150 Merlin
systems for use with Draeger PSS 100
compressed air breathing apparatus sets
complete with Bodyguard II electronic
monitoring systems.
Chris Banks, Area Manager, Organisational and People Development Directorate
at the Durham and Darlington Fire and
Rescue Service explains, “The PSS Merlin
system will be of considerable benefit to
our firefighters. The improvements we
have commissioned, which include new
Lung Demand Valves (LDV), Bodyguard II
units and the telemetry equipment will
provide state-of-the-art breathing apparatus that is not only fit for purpose and puts
the Service at the forefront of modern
breathing technology, but it also crucially
provides a high standard of wearer safety
and increased confidence. The concept of
improved safety has been well received by
our firefighters and roll out is eagerly
awaited.”
He adds, “We have used Draeger gas
detection equipment for some time and
have been users of Draeger BA for close to
30 years. We know that Draeger products
are reliable and, following an extensive
evaluation of the Merlin system, it was
determined that the equipment and its
support, reliability and quality were what
the Service required.
“The addition of the Total Care
programme means that we can be further
assured that all our service and maintenance requirements will be met and that
we always have a supply of spares and
equipment for use as “pool stock” to
ensure that we remain fully operational at
all times.”
Perry Jones, Sales and Marketing
Director at Draeger Safety comments, “We
are proud of our long association with the
Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue
Service and are delighted that it has
chosen the PSS Merlin. Designed to take
the guesswork out of entry control and
accountability procedures, this selfcontained, state-of-the-art system brings
a new level of monitoring and protection
to firefighting applications. Fast and
accurate, it incorporates an entry control
board, the Draeger Bodyguard and a
portable radio unit attached to the
firefighter’s BA set.”
He continues, “Using radio technology
to continuously transmit and receive data
from up to 12 individual firefighters
simultaneously, it is able to remotely
monitor their exact status and safety from
outside the incident. As a result, and
4

updated supply of vital information,
thereby enabling them to react immediately in an emergency.”
Meeting the requirements of TB1/97
and JCDD40, the transponder based
control board is based on the standard UK
control board with additional electronic
displays. Fully automatic and able to
support rapid deployment procedures, it
provides one continuous display channel
for each firefighter simultaneously, with
full manual back up if required.
Incorporating Tally Control operation,
Bodyguard combines pressure indicators,
temperature monitoring and distress
signalling in one unit. Most importantly,
this provides the wearer, (as well as the
Entry Control Officer via the PSS Merlin)
with an accurate calculation of remaining
air time which is updated every second
and is based on current air consumption.
PSS, Bodyguard and Merlin are
registered trademarks.

The Draeger PSS Merlin system

Further information is available from Gary
Turnbull, Draeger Safety UK Limited,
Ullswater Close, Blyth Riverside Business
Park, Blyth, Northumberland, NE24 4RG.
Tel: 01670 352891. Fax: 01670 356266

unlike traditional manual or semi-manual
systems, the PSS Merlin provides Entry
Control Officers with a continuously

Fire Product Search proves to
be a big hit!
FIRE PRODUCT SEARCH, the next generation of product guide, has proved a huge
success since launching earlier this year.
Based on actual fire products, the Fire
Product Search website allows users to
make an informed choice when specify fire
equipment by providing up to date
detailed information.
Fire Product Search features hundreds
of the world’s leading fire equipment
manufacturers giving users a huge choice
when searching for fire products. Updated
constantly it provides reliable information
at the click of a button.
Fire Product Search goes one step
further!
Rather than list fire product categories
Fire Products Search features detailed
product descriptions, pictures and technical specifications plus full information
on manufacturers and their distributor
networks.
Still flicking through bulky buyers
guides? Fire Product Search has been
specially designed to make searching for

products a quick and enjoyable experience. Visitors can browse through categories, search using keywords or by
company with ease. A FREE monthly
e-newsletter, information on the latest
global fire conferences and exhibitions
plus industry news can also be found at
www.fireproductsearch.com
Join over 15,000 visitors at www.
fireproductsearch.com, we look forward to
seeing you.
Companies can register with Fire Product
Search for FREE, for more information visit
www.fireproductsearch.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Haztec Launch the XSC The Ultimate LED
Directional Warning Lights?!!!
Each large XSC LED Module features a
total of 12 latest Generation 3 UHP LED’s
angled within the convex optic lens to give
180 Degree coverage producing a vivid
front and side warning signal.
Although ideal for all types of Emergency Vehicles XSC is particularly good for
mounting on the front sidesand rear of
Fire Vehicles. The advanced light gathering
optics produce a superior high intensity
warning signal.
The led modules are available in Blue,
Red, Amber Green and White. The external polycarbonate lense in Clear, Blue, Red
or Amber and the Cast Alloy Surface
Mount and Bumper Housings in White or
Black.
XSC are powered by a remote mount
10-40 Volt Operation Flasher Control with

switchable outputs.
The control also has Selectable Flash
patterns and Steady-On Cruise Light
Option at 10% of light output.

Tel: 0113 202 9115 Fax: 0113 202 9158 E
Email: Info@Haztec.biz

For more information contact:
Haztec International Ltd Leeds LS19 7BN

MFC Survival’s flood
rescue solution
HYTRANS SYSTEMS is a Dutch company manufacturing
large capacity Mobile Emergency Water Supply Systems.
Hytrans Fire Systems gives the industry the possibility to
create up to 12” mobile hydrants over 1500 meter (or
more), operational in only 30 minutes. A complete
system is made up of three major parts: the HydroSub
pump unit, the hose layer container and the hose
recovery unit. Hytrans pumps use hydraulic driven
submersible pumps, so suction loss is no longer a
problem, resulting in a staggering 22,000 ltr/min @ 12
bar capacity from a single pump unit, taking water from
basically any source available. The hose layer container
makes it possible to lay hose with speeds of up to
40 km/hr! The hose Recovery Unit enables the crew to
retrieve 1000 mtr of 6” hose in 30 minutes, rendering
the complete system ready for the next emergency in
minimal time. A 3500lpm water supply system over 1000
mtr can be set up with 3 persons in under 15 minutes!
Over the last couple of years, the Hytrans High Volume
Pumping Systems have been deployed at some large
European oil tank and refinery fires at Buncefield (UK),
Münchmünster (GER), during the recent July floodings in
the UK. The latest deliveries include 8 complete trucks to
the Municipallity of Istanbul, Turkey. An 11,000 lpm
pumping unit with 2000 mtr of 10” hose to the Tallinn
Harbor Authorities in Estonia, 10 complete trucks to the
Malaysian Fire Fighting Organization, 4 trucks to the
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration in Thailand and
many more systems find their way to Fire & Rescue
Services world wide. When it comes down to supplying
large quantities of emergency fire water or providing
flood relief on a large scale, Hytrans Fire Systems has the
experience, knowledge, manpower and the right product.
For more information: www.hytransfiresystem.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

MFC SURVIVAL’s RS15 Rescue sled is ideally suited for use on inland
waterways and as a means of transportation for people and equipment in
flooded urban areas.
Following the success of the RS5 Rescue Sled, MFC Survival has added a
new product to compliment the MFC Survival water rescue solution which
includes walkways, API stretchers, hose inflation kits, lifejackets and sleds.
MFC Survival was asked to design a craft to be towed behind a Jet ski to
recover survivors from a plane forced to land on the sea within 1000
metres from the end of the runway, using a rescue crew of only 4 persons.
MFC Survival’s Research and Development team came up with a solution,
the RS15 Rescue Sled, which can be towed singly or in tandem behind a jet
ski. The sled is light weight at 50kg and can be carried by just two people.
It has compact stowage attributes, measuring just 90 x 70 x 52cm when
deflated and packed in its valise. The High pressure drop stitch floor creates
an incredibly stable platform. It also has a raised bow allowing for better
performance in waves.
The RS15 has the capability of being paddled by 2–4 persons or towed
by 2 persons walking in the water. Coupled with its rapid inflation (approx
5mins using 3 x 12Ltr. 300bar air cylinders) and its operational ability to be
used fully laden in only 12.5cms of water, the RS15 is ideal for flood water
5
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rescue. It has an open low stern for ease
of boarding disabled or injured persons
and space for all rescued persons to sit on
the floor using the tube as a backrest. The
Rescue Sled can also be used for swift
water rescue and as a rescue platform
on ice, swamp and wetland areas
where the very shallow draft is particularly
advantageous.
The design of the Rescue Sled makes it
simple to produce with other capacities up
to 45 persons. Sleds may also be linked to
increase capacity.
MFC Survival’s research and development team has again proven that listening
and responding to customer requirements
and ideas provides a platform for continuous, new and existing product
development to benefit all.
Contact:
Frances Hilton
Sales Support and Marketing Manager
MFC Survival Ltd
Naval Yard
Tonypandy CF40 1JS
Tel: 01443 433075
Email: marketing@mfc-survival.com

Slide to safety
In modern day work places safety is a number
one priority, fire exits and escape plans are
standard issue. But in a real emergency what
chances do you actually stand of safely getting
out? What is the best possible way to effectively evacuate the building, or maybe the only?
When the stairs are not available to use, we
suggest you to think different.
Two essential features of any safety
equipment are reliability and ease of use. Our
products are designed to be independent from
other systems making them extremely reliable,
the Ingstrom Escape Chute requires only manual power to be released and is ready to use
within seconds. The chute is simple for everyone to use; adults, children, elderly, disabled,
and even injured people on stretchers can
descend safely.
This alternative evacuation method employs
a vertical tube which is made up of three layers. The outer layer is made from 100% fibreglass, to protect you from flames and heat. The
middle layer, special made elastic fabric, creates the braking force which slows your
descent by applying limited pressure to your
body. The inner layer, made from aramid yarn,
is strong enough to carry more than 5 tons
making it possible for several people descend

simultaneously. The composition of the fabric is
also smooth on the skin, meaning a safe
descent.
MOBILTEX EVACUATION SYSTEMS is a
Swedish company which has manufactured and
sold escape chutes to the world for more than
20 years. Our chutes have been installed
around the globe in more than 2000 different
structures, buildings and vehicles, from the
Sydney Opera House to the 100 metre model to
be connected to fire vehicles in Moscow.
Mobiltex Evacuation Systems has got the
solution for your evacuation.
For more information:
Mobiltex Evacuation Systems
Prostvägen 1
171 64 Solna
Sweden
Tel: +46 70 222 9730
Fax: +46 8 458 6589
Email: info@mobiltex.se
Website: www.mobiltex.se
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NEW: MSA Modular SCBA System
for Fire Service
For every fire service
the optimal breathing
apparatus model
MSA announces a new SCBA system specifically created for the
versatile demands within emergency service applications. In order
to fulfil the requirements and budgets for diverse tasks the MSA
SCBA system can be completely customised. Users compare and
choose from a selection of backplates, harnesses, pneumatic systems, rapid cylinder exchange couplings and monitoring electronic
components. MSA, in addition, provides ‘presets’ for those users
who don’t want to configure their own SCBA system. Overall,
MSA gathered input and conducted interviews from hundreds of
active firefighters, representing a strong “voice of the customer”
influence into the MSA design.
Established in 1984 in Abu Dhabi, MSA Middle East is the
regional office for MSA in the Middle East. Our local presence has
enabled MSA to be close to its customers and in many cases
custom products & safety solutions were tailor made to fulfill the
ever demanding needs of exploration rigs in the Arabian Gulf as
well as civil defense fire units in UAE & Iraq.
MSA is a global leader in the development, manufacture and supply
of sophisticated safety products that protect people’s health and
safety. The company’s comprehensive line of products is being used
by workers around the world in the fire service, homeland security,
6

construction and other industries, as well as the military since 1914.
Principal products include self-contained breathing apparatus, gas
masks, gas detection instruments, head protection, respirators,
ballistic body armor and
thermal imaging cameras.
Additional information is
available on the company’s
website at
www.msamiddleeast.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Departments quick to respond to Pierce
frontal air bag protection
apparatus. Products include custom and
commercial pumpers, aerials, rescue
trucks, wildland trucks, minipumpers,
elliptical tankers, and homeland security
apparatus. In addition, Pierce designs
its own foam systems and was the first company to introduce the Side
Roll Protection System to fire apparatus.
To learn more about Pierce, visit www.piercemfg.com

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

NEW

up to 1102 kN

Since PIERCE MANUFACTURING INC. introduced the first frontal air
bags available in custom chassis to the fire service earlier this year, the
company has received more than 40 orders for vehicles featuring this
new safety system.
The frontal air bag system is an integral part of the company’s 360º
Protection From Every Angle™ program, designed to increase the safety
of firefighters as they travel to and from emergency calls.
The air bags can be paired with the Side Roll Protection system and
are available on all Pierce custom chassis.
“Our people are our most valuable asset, and their safety is my number one priority,” said Chris Sadler, chief of the technical services and
special operations battalion of York County, Va. “We need state-of-theart safety features on our apparatus, and that’s why we’ve spec’d the
frontal air bag system on four new Pierce Quantum fire trucks now on
order.”
Other departments ordering the frontal air bags include Las Vegas
Fire Dept., Nev.; City of Portland Fire Bureau, Ore.; Bolivar Fire Dept.,
Ohio; Crowders Mountain Fire Dept., N.C.; and Newton Square Fire
Dept., Penn.
The frontal air bag system protects firefighters in the event of front
impact collisions. The frontal air bag system is available on Pierce Velocity™, Impel™, Quantum® and Arrow XT™ custom chassis, exclusively
through Pierce. Fire trucks ordered with the frontal air bag system will
be placed into service beginning later this fall.
“We’re seeing a high number of departments who want this system
to keep their crews safer in the cab,” said Wilson Jones, president of
Pierce Manufacturing. “The development of the frontal air bag system
represents a tremendous investment, focusing on keeping fire fighters
safer in the line of duty. At Pierce we make the commitment to develop
the technologies because it is an important part of our on-going commitment to build the industry’s safest vehicles.”
A sensor inside the cab monitors the truck’s longitudinal accelerations. If it detects a frontal crash of significant magnitude, it sends a signal to inflate a steering wheel-mounted airbag and a knee bolster
airbag on the front passenger side. These subsystems work together to
dramatically reduce the risk of fatality or severe injury in a frontal collision. Pierce developed the frontal air bag system together with LifeGuard Technologies, a division of IMMI.
Pierce Manufacturing Inc., a subsidiary of Oshkosh Truck Corporation
[NYSE: OSK], is the leading North American manufacturer of custom fire

RescueTools

ProductsaccordingtoNFPA1936andEN13204

up to 750 kN

More than 40 custom chassis
ordered with the new safety
system since April 2007

•Cutters
•Spreaders
•CombinationTools
•RescueRams
•HydraulicPowerUnits
•Accessories

Outstanding Power to Weight Ratio

NEW
Compact
Simo-Pump
• powerful
• less weight
• space saving
LANCIERHydraulik GmbH&Co.KG
von-Siemens-Str.1,48346Ostbevern
Germany,Phone+49(0)2532957080

www.lancier-hydraulik.com
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New Skum™ Remotely-controlled
Firefighting Monitors Unveiled
Tyco Safety Products Fire Suppression
Group has unveiled its new generation of
SKUM™ brand remotely controllable
FJM-EL fog/jet firefighting monitors. They
join a line-up of dependable and efficient
foam fire protection solutions that are
today globally favoured throughout the marine and offshore
industries and are chosen extensively for firefighting boats and
multi-role pilot boats, tugs, workboats and merchant shipping.

The new FJM-EL monitors are powerful additions to
the established SKUM FJM range. All three new
models – the FJM-100 EL, the FJM-150 EL, and the
FJM-200 EL – offer exceptional flow performance,
incorporate electric motor driven elevation and
rotation and solenoid valve operated fog/jet pattern
adjustment. However, it is the FJM-EL’s remote
control operation that really sets them apart as fixmounted monitors designed for the safe delivery of
foam or water, either as a solid jet or a fog pattern.
The FJM-100 EL, with the built-in inductor
option, delivers up to 6,000 litres of water a minute
to a maximum jet throw of 80 metres, while the
FJM-150 EL increases this to 11,700 litres a minute
to a distance just short of 90 metres. The top
performing FJM-200 EL increases the reach to 120
metres and the flow to an impressive 2,000 litres a
minute. The foam capacity for each of the models
is 340 litres a minute, 585 litres a minute and 600
litres a minute respectively.
These lightweight and compact balanced-design
monitors all incorporate an electrical junction box,
low-friction bearings for easy manoeuvrability, and
feature saltwater corrosion-resistant construction,
which makes a major contribution to the monitors’
reliability, while minimising the maintenance
requirement. All include a manual override option.
Other optional components include a control and
operating panel, which can be either the standard
FJM model or be custom-built, suction hose and
valve, and explosion protected EEx (e) and flameproof EEx (de) electrical equipment.
Further details on SKUM – the Swedish word for
foam, pronounced “skoom” – solutions, and the
new FJM-EL monitors can be found at
www.skum.com, or by email on
tspmarketing.emea@tycoint.com, by telephone on
+46 303 57700, or by fax on +46 303 58200.
8
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Suffolk Fire and Rescue
protecting life with
CompAir breathing air
equipment investment
In an emergency situation, when both lives and company reputation are at stake,
modern industry requires rapid and efficient response, particularly from the fire
service. Committed to providing fast and effective support to businesses in the
region, the Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service has renewed and upgraded its CompAir
Reavellife maintenance contract to ensure that its breathing air compressors, a vital
piece of safety equipment, can operate at peak performance every day of the year.

T

For more information about
how Reavellife Service
Contracts can maximise
compressed air system
performance, contact
Andrew Peeke on 07824
436406 or email
hp.service@compair.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

he new contract ensures maximum availability
of breathing air cylinders and includes all
routine servicing and air tests and a 20%
saving on parts’ costs.
Suffolk Fire and Rescue has relied on the service
expertise of local Ipswich-based CompAir engineers for more than eleven years, confident that
using the original equipment manufacturer to
carry out its maintenance rather than a general
service provider offers benefits in the levels of
equipment expertise, technical support and the
availability of genuine spare parts.
During this time, it has tailored its breakdown
and maintenance cover to suit operational
demands and now considers CompAir as its preferred contractor as Phil Dillon, Head of Engineering at Suffolk Fire and Rescue explains. “Safety
legislation is changing all the time and we need
our suppliers to keep abreast of new British Standards’ developments so that we have the most
advanced and safest equipment solutions at our
disposal.
“Over the years, CompAir has proved more
than competent to meet this challenge, and as
part of the contract terms, is now tasked with
advising the service on any compressor modifications or design changes required to keep our
breathing air as safe as it can possibly be.
Quite simply, we have deemed it to be both
best practice and best value to secure CompAir’s
services for the maintenance of all of our breathing air compressors. With its OEM status, we can
take full advantage of its technical knowledge and
expertise thereby ensuring total compliance with
any legislative and technical changes in the provision of breathing air compressors and air purity
testing.”
The British standards for air purity have become
increasingly stringent and to ensure continued
compliance, the Service initially sent its air cylinders to CompAir’s specialist testing facility in
Ipswich for quality checks and certification. With
units needing to be collected from 35 fire stations
across the region, this method was labour intensive and could have reduced spare cylinder capacity at times of greatest need, especially during
periods of high operational activity.

Phil Dillon continues, “As all our cylinders are
filled from a known and compliant source, the
CompAir compressors, we decided that we could
save time, travelling expense and ensure maximum
availability by monitoring the air purity at the point
of compression, rather than via checks on individual cylinders Our latest contract agreement now
includes four visits a year to each of our air and
water-cooled compressors housed at seven stations, with one major and one intermediate service
plus the vital air purity test on each occasion. Service visits are also scheduled for the four mobile
compressors at a time and location to suit our
operational need.”
During each Reavellife service visit, the CompAir
engineer undertakes a variety of performance
checks, and the replacement of any consumable
items. Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service then
receives a full report of the condition of the
machine together with a quotation for any essential repair work required. Next-day priority delivery
of breakdown parts, including a twenty percent
cost saving is assured, as CompAir Reavell guarantees it can fulfil 85% of all parts orders from stock.
Keen to ensure rapid mobilisation of fire crews
with the most advanced technology available, Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service continues to invest in
its infrastructure. In recent years this has included
the supply of a new CompAir compressor at its
IFF
newly built Newmarket Station.
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Waterous Answers The Call For
Affordable Proportioning System
With Groundbreaking Aquis™
WATEROUS recently announced the
unveiling of the Aquis™ foam proportioning system, a technologically advanced, yet
affordable foam proportioning system
capable of delivering highly accurate and
consistent mix ratios for departments
using Class A and compressed air foam.
The installed system equips the apparatus with an automatic microprocessor
controlled, direct injection discharge side
foam proportioning system capable of
proportioning all commercially available
Class A foam concentrates.
A 16-bit mixed signal microcontroller
with 60 kB flash memory, 2 kB Ram and
12-bit analog to digital converter allows the
system to receive input from the flowmeter
and temperature sensor to control the foam
pump motor while providing accurate
injection into the foam manifold per the
operator selected mix ratio. Temperature
threshold settings are also programmed
into the software providing additional foam
concentrate injection to compensate for
colder water temperatures.

10

The user-friendly controls
of the Aquis provide the operator with push-button control
of foam proportioning rates
from 0.1% to 1%, in 0.1%
increments.
For system monitoring and
maintenance, the Aquis is
uniquely equipped with PC-Connectivity,
which allows a qualified technician to
perform upgrades, diagnostics and monitor system functions in real-time. The
system can also be remotely monitored or
upgraded by using any PC with Internet
access. This advanced feature allows technicians to easily connect to the Waterous
dedicated website to assure proper
operation and to update the foam system
software by uploading new features and
functions as they become available.
Available in two models, the Aquis 1.5
delivers a foam output of 1.5 GPM @ 150
psi (5.7 l/min @ 32 bar) and a maximum
operating pressure of 450 psi (32 bar),
while the Aquis 2.5 offers a foam output

of 2.5 GPM @ 150 psi (9.46 l/m @ 10 bar)
also with a maximum operating pressure
of 450 psi. Both models come with a
1-year warranty along with installation,
operation and service manuals.
For more information on the Aquis foam
proportioning system or for model
specifications, visit www.waterousco.com
or contact:
Peter Ledgar
Waterous Company
Tel: 44 1785 761929
Email: paledgar@waterous-europe.com
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Refinery entrusts SembCorp
with emergency response
and preparedness

SEMBCORP UTILITIES (UK) has signed a long-term emergency response and
preparedness deal with Petroplus, which produces ultra-low sulphur diesel and
bio-diesel, kerosene, gasoil, and petrochemical feed stocks at the 40-hectare
North Tees site on Teesside.
The facility currently refines up to 117,000 barrels of crude oil a day, and today
supplies a significant proportion of the majority of the UK’s bio-diesel blend.
Under the deal, SembCorp Protection will provide fire and chemical spill
protection and emergency planning for the refinery, and its multi-skilled site
protection officers will provide fire fighting, medical response and security
protection services. All are JOIFF [Joint Oil & Industry Fire Forum] accredited fire
fighters with NVQ qualifications in their core activities
The refinery is a hydroskimmer with distillate hydrotreating. Its main facilities
include an atmospheric distillation unit, a gasoil desulfurization unit – also known
as an HDS plant – a liquefied petroleum gas recovery unit and a sulphur removal
unit.
The deal further strengthens SembCorp’s ability to deliver a totally integrated
and long-term sustainable asset protection service to its growing customer base,
providing an integrated emergency response model for the multi-occupancy
chemical site. Other SembCorp customers at the North Tees site include SABIC UK
Petrochemicals and BASF, with which SembCorp already has long-term contracts.
Commenting on this latest major deal, Paul Frankland, SembCorp Protection’s
General Manager said: “The Petroplus contract is another major vote of
confidence in SembCorp’s ability to provide outsourced emergency response
services that meets the individual customer’s unique requirements. Our plan is to
develop and grow our business within Europe, but at the same time, continuing
to deliver a world class service to our existing customers is of paramount
importance to our success.”
He concluded: “The North Tees site is one of the largest chemical park clusters
in Europe, and the Petroplus deal provides SembCorp with an excellent
springboard for additional growth in the North East of England and beyond.”
SembCorp Protection is today one of Europe’s leading emergency response
providers, responsible for safeguarding £14 billion worth of high-hazard industrial
assets. Its core skills and offerings embrace the provision of outsourced
emergency response services, risk assessments, reviewing clients’ emergency
protocols or facilities, as well as devising and planning emergency training tailored
to specific needs or circumstances. The company also deploys the latest fire
protection and engineering equipment to protect lives and assets as well as
ensuring business continuity.
Its website can be found at www.sembprotection.co.uk
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Improved Conference Programme for Fire
Department Instructors’ Conference
The FIRE DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTORS’
CONFERENCE in Bahrain (FDIC Bahrain)
continues to announce new and additional
high profile speakers for the forthcoming
conference in Manama, from 9th to 13th
December.
Many of the world’s leading experienced
fire trainers will be sharing their knowledge
and experiences in front of the fire industry
professionals of the Middle East. FDIC
Bahrain is the Middle East’s only fire
industry targeted event.
Top industry experts such as Dwight
Williams and Eric LaVergne will be
presenting on Flammable Liquid FireFighting – Minizing Risk-Maximizing Success
– a new conference
session recently
announced.
Other conference
highlights include a
presentation from
John Mills, the initial
commanding office to
the Buncefield Incident
– the biggest explosion
in Europe since World
Dwight Williams

War 2 – presenting the
First Arriving at
Buncefield Case Study.
With significant
construction of highrise buildings within the
Gulf region, the
conference also has
much to offer on the
subject, including
Eric LaVergne
Industrial and Urban
applications of High Angle Rescue with
Simon Rogers and High Rise Pre-assigned
Duties for Fire Control and Rescue by Clyde
T. Pfisterer.
The FDIC Bahrain conference programme
has been developed around the specific
needs and environments of the Middle East,
covering subjects from High Rise/Structural
Incidents to Petro-chemical Fires and
Emergency Plans to Community Risk.
FDIC Bahrain is a 5 day event that will
see over 20 speakers and many leading fire
industry trainers providing Workshops and
Hands-On-Training at 8 different locations
around Manama.
The event also hosts the region’s leading

Century Marks
New Era for
Hunter Boot Ltd
Looking to provide improved levels of safety and
comfort, CENTURY has introduced a specialised ladies
version of the Firefighter 4000 and announced
approval for the new EN ISO 15090 standard.
The new Ladies Firefighter 4000 has been
developed to cater for the increased demand, from
across the UK and Europe, for a dedicated ladies fire
boot. Showcasing the same design as the Firefighter
4000 the boot has been re-scaled to provide the lady
fire fighter with a well fitting boot that reduces
restriction and discomfort.
Since its launch in 2002, The Firefighter 4000 has
gained popularity amongst fire services around the
world due to its comfort, flexibility and durability.
Having achieved approval for the EN ISO 15090
standard the Firefighter 4000 has demonstrated the
ability to provide flame, chemical and electrical
protection.
Mark Trueman, Century’s Divisional Director,
comments: “Introducing the Ladies Fighter will
hopefully provide a solution for the growing numbers
of female fire fighters around the world. As the fire
market is a key part of our business it is important that
we act on the feedback from our customers and set
about developing the appropriate product.”
The Firefighter 4000 is available in UK sizes 5 to 13
and the Ladies in sizes 3 to 8. It has a recommended
retail price of £63.00.
For further information please contact Chris
Grabowski on 0207 439 2780 or email
chrisg@sputnikcomms.co.uk
12

fire industry exhibition,
offering over 100
companies exhibiting
their products and
services for today’s fire
industry professional.
Full details on the full
conference programme,
workshops and HandsOn-Training sessions,
and how to register, are Simon Rogers
available at www.fdcibahrain.com.

Further information on The Fire
Department Instructors’ Conference in
Bahrain (FDIC Bahrain) can be found by
visiting www.fdicbahrain.com

Corrosion free Emergency Showers
– standing the test of time
Harsh environments are frequently the most
hazardous for those people working within
them, and issues of safety are paramount.
But severe conditions can often compromise
the operation of health and safety
equipment, presenting enormous challenges
particularly where maintenance can be
difficult and expensive.
In many industries, the most efficient
emergency facility is a decontamination
shower unit, therefore it is vital for such
equipment to work first time every time.
However where you have extreme weather
conditions, or an atmosphere which is tainted
with sea salt, corrosion becomes a serious
issue. Given that a shower may stand unused
for a considerable amount of time, the process
of making certain that it will work when
needed begins at the design stage. It is also
vital for equipment to meet both the
efficiency agenda and health and safety
regulations, including ANSI and DIN standards
Allen Yates, managing director of
SHOWERS AND EYEBATH SERVICES,
explains: “Corrosion-resistant safety showers
manufactured from GRP and 316 stainless
steel, with ABS internal pipe work, are far
more effective than traditional powder
coated galvanised units, and guarantee
superior strength and longevity for
installation in any environment.
“Maintenance costs on older types of
showers can be high, and even higher if they

are corroded beyond repair and need
replacing. But, it’s not just the units – the
fitting to existing pipework can also be
expensive.
“This is what a major chemical refinery in
Runcorn faced as being situated near the sea
had seriously corroded their emergency
shower equipment. However, given today’s
bespoke manufacturing methods, showers
can be tailored to site requirements or
modified if necessary.
“In the Runcorn situation a number of freestanding units were installed to replace
unusable equipment, but modified around the
sites existing pipework. We tailored the units
to fit the space exactly, which helped to keep
costs down…and the new units were less
expensive than the range they replaced, so
excellent value all round.
“And going hand in hand with keeping
the units working effectively, they need to be
self draining to avoid the risk of freezing, or
contamination with Legionella. The corrosion
resistant material should also be
manufactured using high visibility colour
schemes with pipe-work protected by a
robust, colour infused fibreglass jacket. If the
jacket chips, it is coloured throughout, so
there’s no need for repainting to maintain its
visibility.”
Contact Showers & Eyebaths customer
services on +44 (0)1744 889677
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Cardiff International
Airport Unveils Its New
LPG Powered Aircraft
Fire Simulator
Cardiff Internal Airport (CIA) Fire Service has been training their fire fighters in house
under maintenance of competency scheme for over five years. Previously fire fighters
would have to re-validate their competency in role at an approved training provider.
For the Civil Aviation Authority to approve such a scheme Cardiff Airport had to
meet specific criteria, not only did they have to have qualified instructors, assessors,
internal verifiers and a robust training and assessment scheme in place, they also
need to have the training facilities to carryout such training and assessments.

C

ardiff met this criteria by having the required
facilities, which include a classroom with a
state of the art smart board which can display
over eighty presentations from a structured learning
programme, a number of other facilities which can
accommodate breathing apparatus, confined space
and heat a smoke exercises.
There jewel in the crown is now the newly acquired
LPG powered fire training aircraft simulation rig which
to date is the only one in the U.K supplied by German
company Dräger safety. This replaces the old aircraft
simulation unit which was a pressurised kerosene version and was deemed not to be environmentally
friendly. The Training Manager at Cardiff Perry Latham
says that “not only is the simulator more environmentally friendly, it is safer to use because of the up to
date safety features and the various scenarios this
allows safe realistic training to be carried out”
The aircraft fire simulator burns LPG gas both in
liquid and vapour form depending on which scenario
is requested, the following gives a list of the exterior
and interior fires that can be performed on the rig:

Exterior Fire Areas
Dash 8 engine
Dash 8 undercarriage
B767 engine front
B767 engine rear
B767 undercarriage
Fire screen
Split flange fire
Fuselage
Spill fire

For further information
contact:
Dräger Safety UK Ltd.
Ullswater Close
Kitty Brewster Industrial
Estate
Blyth
Northumberland NE24 4RG
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Interior Fire Areas
Lavatory
Flashover
Single aisle Seat fire 1
Twin aisle Seat fire 2
Galley
Overhead Locker
Cockpit

As can be seen from the list of fire scenarios the
aircraft is a mock up of both wide bodied Boeing
767, narrow bodied A320 and Dash 8 aircraft, the list
of scenarios is made more realistic by the use of
smoke generators which are attached to various
areas of the aircraft, which allow the simulator to be
engulfed in smoke enabling fire fighters to carry out
training in more difficult conditions.
The front half of the fire rig interior simulates a
single isle aircraft whilst the rear half is elevated and
simulates a twin isle, the exit doors simulate both
Boeing and Airbus type opening this allows for realistic entry procedures when training, the rig also has
scenarios which can be utilised for industrial fire
fighting training, these are the fire screen, spit flange
and spill fire scenarios.
Senior Airport Fire officer Ray Imperato says “The

rig provides us with a state of art, high specification
realistic training simulator that not only meets all our
varied fire training scenarios but at the same time
significantly reduces the environmental impact that
our training causes. Being completely fuelled by both
liquid (external fires) and vapour LPG (internal fires)
using Dräger’s specially designed nozzle technology
allows for a very realistic type burn more akin to
aviation fuel than gas leading to a more realistic
training environment for our Firefighters”.
The facility is multifunctional and is configured to
cover all the major aircraft types that operate in and
out of Cardiff Airport.
To compliment the state of the art training facilities at Cardiff Airport a Commercial Business Training
& Development Centre aimed at local businesses in
the community has been established which utilises
the industrial scenarios on the simulator to provide
training for emergency response teams at several
industrial complex within South Wales.
The simulator has the most up to date safety
features which include:
● Gas sensors and transmitters that immediately shut
of the gas feed, fire areas and smoke generators
and activate the seven ventilation fans which are
located throughout the simulator in case of a
propane gas concentration of 25% UEG. The smoke
removal time for the simulator is 120 seconds.
● Emergency shut off valves that are mounted
throughout the simulator which also initiate the
above.
● Thermal sensors which will initiate the above if the
temperature reaches 250°C at a height of 1.00m
and/or a temperature of 650°C at ceiling height. IFF
13
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Skum™ protection for high risk environments
professional firefighters.
SKUM monitors are noted for
such characteristics as long
throw capability and fast knock
down. Many, such as the latest
FJM-EL ranges of electric remote
control of monitors, incorporate
features not readily found on
other systems on the market,
and use materials that are more
resistant to the corrosion found
in marine or harsh industrial
environments. Several of the
SKUM water or foam monitors
are less than half the weight of
some competitors’ comparable
models.

Providing the right combination of
firefighting agent and delivery system has
led to the TYCO SKUM™ brand being
recognised globally as the industry’s
leading provider of dependable and
efficient firefighting solutions for high
value, high risk petrochemical, aviation,
marine and power plant applications.
SKUM designs and manufactures
sophisticated foam-based extinguishing
systems and equipment to safeguard
installations where a fire has the potential
to have catastrophic economic,
environmental or life-threatening
consequences. In addition to developing
innovative solutions, such as the SKUM
HOTFOAM™ high-expansion foam system
that is designed for use in enclosed spaces,
the brand is also at the leading edge when
it comes to foam delivery systems and
engineering.
The SKUM brand’s sophisticated fixed
or mobile delivery systems do away with
the need for the massive and urgent
deployment of equipment and firefighting
personnel. They also ensure that a fire is
responded to in the shortest possible
time, so reducing the potential for the fire
to develop into a major incident. SKUM
was first to develop a semi-subsurface
system for storage tank protection and
this, and other SKUM systems, are today
in use throughout the world providing
around-the-clock protection for oil, LNG
and other flammable liquid storage tanks
and bunds.
The SKUM offering also includes an
array of fixed foam generators and fixed
monitors that can cost-effectively protect
storage tanks and associated spill or
ground fires. The current line-up also
encompasses portable monitors and
14

trailers that can be quickly and easily
deployed. These are used extensively by
municipal and industrial fire brigades and

Further details on SKUM –
Skum is the Swedish word for
foam, which is pronounced
“skoom” – solutions and
expertise can be found at
www.skum.com, or are
obtainable by email on
tspmarketing.emea@tycoint.com, by
telephone on +46 303 57700, or by fax
on +46 303 58200.

California department wants more room for equipment
and less for bulky pumphouses

San Bernardino orders
Seven Pierce PUC Pumpers
PIERCE MANUFACTURING INC., North
America’s leading fire and rescue apparatus
manufacturer, received an order for seven Pierce
Ultimate Configuration (PUC) pumpers from the
San Bernardino City Fire Department, Calif. The
order for the seven Pierce® Arrow XT™ PUC
pumpers is scheduled for delivery in May 2008.
“Our department is responding to a wider
range of emergencies and the need to carry
more specialized equipment is increasing,” said
Mike Alder, battalion fire chief, San Bernardino
City Fire Department. “With the Pierce PUC,
we’ll be able to add compartment space on a
shorter wheelbase vehicle. And we’re confident
the ergonomic layout will reduce firefighter
injuries.”
The PUC is an industry-changing multipurpose response vehicle that is engineered to
eliminate the need for a bulky pumphouse. The
PUC also features a simplified two-step pump
shift operation and redesigned pump panel for
easier use. Hosebeds, crosslays and ladders are
now all accessible at lower levels for better
ergonomic use. In addition, the entire pump
system is located above the frame for easier and
quicker service and maintenance. With a
shortened wheelbase for improved
maneuverability (as low as 172”), the PUC also
provides up to 500 cubic-feet of storage.

“Fire departments told us that they need
safer, easier to service apparatus with more
compartment space without compromising
wheelbase, which is exactly what the PUC
delivers,” said Wilson Jones, president of Pierce.
“We’re very excited in the tremendous interest
and support the PUC has received from
departments like San Bernardino.”
The San Bernardino City Fire Department
serves a resident population of more than
220,000. The department’s response area
encompasses 59 square miles, and includes 19
square miles of wildland interface area, a major
rail yard, an international airport and two major
interstate freeways. South Coast Fire Equipment,
Inc. of Ontario, Calif. is the local Pierce dealer.
Pierce Manufacturing Inc., a subsidiary of
Oshkosh Truck Corporation [NYSE: OSK], is the
leading North American manufacturer of custom
fire apparatus. Products include custom and
commercial pumpers, aerials, rescue trucks,
wildland trucks, minipumpers, elliptical tankers,
and homeland security apparatus. In addition,
Pierce designs its own foam systems and was
the first company to introduce the Side Roll
Protection system to fire apparatus.
To learn more about Pierce, visit
www.piercemfg.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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TECHNOLOGY

Hose system & coupling –
Simple. Fast. Safe.

Innovation with Patented Technology

Connects with or without pressure

New STREAMLINETechnology Coupling

Rotates 360°

10% more power

Luminescent hoses

Ergonomical star-grip control valve

Retrofits to any existing system

Maximized Safety

Compatible with leading manufacturers systems

LUKAS Hydraulik GmbH
A Unit of IDEX Corporation

Fon: +49 (0) 9131 698 0
Fax: +49 (0) 9131 698 394

Weinstraße 39
91058 Erlangen
Germany

lukas.info@idexcorp.com
www.lukas.de
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Taking The
Complexity Out
Of Lifting

By Jack Kusters
Managing Director for
Artesis Academy

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Lifting is essential in a rescue operation. Situations involving a truck or train
accident lifting is essential to quickly lift a heavy object, especially in a confined
space like a tunnel. Nothing is faster deployed and more controllable then a
lifting bag, but lifting is also seen as complex. In this article I discuss the basics
you need to know about emergency lifting. What pneumatic lifting bags can be
used for, the fundamentals behind lifting and how they should be operated. This
will give you insight to understand what type of bag designs work best for you.
Basically, after reading, you will understand why lifting can be easy and useable
in emergency situations.
Why emergency lifting?
ifting is generally used for two objectives.
1 To create space to free an entrapped victim
in the case of collapsed structure
2 To lift an object to be able to perform extrication,
like a accident involving a truck and car.
It is thought that lifting is mostly used during a
collapse structure, but this is not the case. The need
for lifting during a road traffic accident is much
greater. An increasing amount of accidents are
happening with truck and busses then before. Probably due to increased traffic and pressure. As long
as the load is resting on the car, extrication cannot
be performed! Shifting of loads can have a huge
impact on the casualties. Besides lifting, bags are

L

more frequently being used for other applications.
The small insertion height and large stroke make it
ideal for situations a ram cannot be used. Imagine a
car against a wall that needs to be displaced.

Why lifting bags?
In the situations described lifting bags are by far
the best tool to use. Nothing can be faster and
more controllable then a lifting bag. Cranes can
never make it on time to the accident where a
crane cannot lift more controllable then a lifting
bag. Cranes furthermore have trouble making it to
the needed location. Think debris and traffic
during a accident. A accident in a tunnel render
cranes unusable due to the limited ceiling height.
17
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Also important, but easily overlooked is that the
operator is not trained to handle the complex and
stressed emergency situation.
Sometimes hydraulic tools like a ram are used
for lifting. In a recent article I described the differences between lifting with air and hydraulic. The
conclusion was that only in rare cases hydraulic
ram can be used, but not advisable. Besides the
big insertion height, limiting the use, the lift will
be made from a small point with the risk of
puncturing through the object. Furthermore rams
cannot, or with high risk, cope with the radius
with will be explained in the paragraph.

In emergency lifting two
fundamental things:
1 Radius and stability during a
lifting operation
2 The power needed to reach
height

Radius
During every lift a radius, or arc
movement is created. An
object is never lifted straight up
into the air. (If you do, it means
you are floating a load, which
should never be attempted in an emergency situation seen it is uncontrollable). One fixed point
should always be secured and act as rotation
point. Lifted from one side a radius will be formed,
creating a side load. The side loads want to push
the lifting equipment out or make them unstable.
Your tooling should be able to cope with this
radius, or more importantly the side loads created.
Side loads limits your lift in height and make it
hard to control.
A bag can cope with the side loads if it can be
connected to each other and have high pressure.
The high pressure creates stability, as the bags
more solid.
There are some remarks about the connection
between bags. In the past bags had dimples or
Velcro to get some grip on the object you are
lifting. This is by far not enough grip to cope with
the side loads created by the radius. The connection between the bags need to be strong, and in
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Fundamentals of lifting?
It is essential to understand the fundamentals
behind lifting. Mistakes are made because the
fundamentals where not understood and correct
procedures were not followed. Understanding
fundamentals will give insight.

Longer side

face
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g
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Matjack has been among the industry leaders in
innovation and airbag technology for over 25 years.
Matjack has enjoyed tremendous success worldwide
due to its cutting edge manufacturing, superior
strength and long lasting airbags and cushions. All
Matjacks come with a 5 year unconditional warranty,
second to none in the industry. Matjack now has a
branch office in the Netherlands to cut down on
delivery time and to serve all your needs, no matter
where you are located in Europe. With lots of sizes,
both high and low pressure, Matjacks can solve all
your lifting needs with just the push of a button.
Contact us today for more information on either our
product line or distributor opportunities.

Matjack – U.S.
Indianapolis Industrial Products, Inc.
1428 Sadlier Circle East Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46239
Phone: 1-317-359-3078
Fax: 1-317-359-3079
Toll Free U.S. 1-800-827-3755
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Matjack – Europe
S.C. Inflatables/Matjack
P.O. Box 5155
Energiestroat 8A
1410 AD Naarde
Netherlands
Phone: 31356951701
Fax: 31356944027
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the middle of the bag. Why a connection in the
middle? In the middle is the area where the deformation of a bag is minimal to none. The radius will
turn the bags making one side shorter and the
other side longer.

Power to height ratio
With lifting bags the mathematical law (force =
pressure x area) is essential to understand. The
force of a bag is created by pressure inside the
bags and the area that has contact with the object
that is lifted. The larger the pressure and surface
area, the larger the force you will have.
A bag that is inflated will decrease the lifting
surface the higher it goes, along with the force
(force = pressure x area). So, the higher a bag goes
the lower the power generated. Depending on the
shape and pressure, a bags looses power quickly
and may not have enough capacity to reach the
height you anticipated to reach. That is why bags
that can be connected to each other are easier to
use. Also important to understand is that the
surface you are lifting covers the bag as much as
possible, as it is it not lower the capacity also seen
you are not making full use of the bag.
Procedures of lifting:
The main objective is to lift an object to a needed
height safely and controllable. This all boils down
to creating the least amount of risk for the operation and do it in a timely and confident manner. I
would advise a 5 step approach Think, Crib, Lift,
Follow and Secure the object.
Please keep in mind that these are basics, and
to be able to perform lifting a proper practical
training is necessary.
Think: Look carefully at the scenario and the
object. Make a plan keeping the fundamentals in
mind. Choose the locations of the equipment;
bag, cribbing blocks and struts. Determine the
weight of the object and the height you need to
lift, to be able to determine the type of bag. If
bags can be connected, the amount that you are
going to stack, or if bags cannot be connected,
how you are going to do your cribbing.
Crib: All aspects that can move during or after the
lift need to be cribbed and secured. Think about
wheels, rotation points. Always look at the object
and think; what areas, or objects can move, and
secure them! Always put a crib block behind a
wheel or object. If possible but the breaks on.
Lift: If cribbing and securing of moving objects is
done, lifting is simple. Make sure you have placed
the bag(s) in a position that can handle the weight
of the load. During lifting pay attention to the

Pic courtesy of ResQTec
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road traffic accident may require to lift the truck
further to be able to extricate.
Follow the load: It is often thought that when
lifting it is only necessary to secure at the end of
the lift, but no that is not enough! Always follow
the load with a tool not used for the lifting operation. If the load shifts or the load drops it is caught
by the tool stabilizing the object. For small heights
this can be cribbing blocks and for higher objects
struts or shoring tools are most generally used.
There is a saying in the US by a colleague that
says, lift a inch, crib an inch and fully agree with
that statement.
Securing: Before performing other task always
first secure the object, so that it cannot move
anymore and the load is not only resting on the
bags anymore.
whole object and the bags. Look at the radius of
the bags and if you are going too far. If you go too
far, bags can pop out. Like discussed shape and
connectors reduce this but always pay attention to
the behavior. During the lift stay out of the pop out
zone. This is the zone where the radius is pointing
towards, and take a additional safety range. There
is a rule of thumb called the shoulder to shoulder.
Lifting collapsed structures the height never needs
to go higher than the width of the shoulders, as
this is enough to free a victim generally speaking.
This being said, there are always exceptions to the
rule so your tools need to be able to go higher. A

Types of Lifting bags
Knowing the fundamentals and basic procedures it
is easier to explain the differences between equipment and what may be better for your purpose.
The differences are best explained by the aspect
mentioned, like pressure, connection, surface area,
and lifting area vs cribbing. All these aspects are
important and determine how easy the bag makes
it to lift a object.
Types of bags can be easiest divided up by the
working pressure. There is Low high (1 bar), High
square (8 bar) and New Technology round (10 bar
pressure) bags. As explained pressure gives stability
and capacity. Low pressure bags have height, but

MINI WITH MAXI PERFORMANCE
VETTER Mini Lifting Bags
• rescue
• application versatility
• maintenance-free and durable
• low insertion height from 2.5 cm
• good gripping due to profiled surface
• antistatic and self-extinguishing

Mini Lifting Bags
in operation

roof collapse

Vetter GmbH
A Unit of IDEX Corporation
Blatzheimer Str. 10 - 12
D-53909 Zülpich - Germany
Fon: +49 (0) 22 52 / 30 08 - 60
Fax: +49 (0) 22 52 / 30 08 - 71
info@vetter.de
www.vetter.de

earthquake operations industrial accident

Please ask for the new catalogues!
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low capacity where high pressure bags have
capacity but no height. New Technology bags
combine height and capacity.
Low pressure bags are mostly used in recovery
operations and not in emergency anymore. They
are too unstable to cope with the side load and
don’t have the capacity. They are unstable not only
by there low pressure, but also their single element
structure. Lifting in small steps creates a much
more stable lift.
High pressure square bags have high capacity
but small height. The downside is that they loose
capacity quickly because there lifting surface
becomes small (force = pressure x area). 8 bar
bags cannot be connected to each other to reach
the necessary height. Making time consuming
cribbing necessary. When lifting with square bags
it is important to remember that the bags are
made from rubber and Kevlar. Sharp objects
cannot be lifting and will puncture the bag. To
create a connection it is tried to place dimples,
Velcro or straps to create some connection
between 2 bags, but these do not give enough
strength to deal with the side loads. Advise is not
to stack bags on top of each other that do not
have a strong connection between the bags. The
smaller square bags are ideal if a small lift needs to
be made, like hands or feet stuck in machinery.
The New Technology combine height and
capacity due to there shape and a metal lifting
surface. This metal surface does not become
smaller when lifting keeping your capacity (force =
pressure x area) high even at height. Because they
can be connected in to each other by a metal connector in the center of the bag, they can coop
with the side loads. This connection also allows to
use several bags for a lift, adding to the capacity
and stability. The metal bottom and top plates
allow it to lift directly on point loads diminishes
the need for cribbing or the risk for puncture.
Working with New Technology bags I see
numerous advantages and make lifting quicker and
easier.
In general keep in mind that the safety factor of
a bag is at least 4. This will guarantee that the
product is constructed well and made from quality
materials.
To learn more about emergency lifting or training contact Jack Kusters, at Artesis Academy. IFF
Jack Kusters is an expert in extrication and rescue in
general. With over more than 29 years as a fireman he
has worked for several organisations. Several educations
and training later he was promoted to fire chief but his
love for the extrication stays. He wrote several books
and articles and gives lessons all over the world. Many
tools and equipment that we use now for extrication is
started as a brainwave from Kusters. These included the
development of hydraulic tools, stabilization and lifting
equipment for different manufacturers. Begin 90’s he
developed a new system for extrication for the Dutch
emergency response services. This became known as the
“Kusters” approach.
Kusters is now managing director for Artesis Academy.
An international advisory organisation helping fire
fighting services in several areas like training solutions,
development of procedures and building of training
centers.
Email: j.kusters@artesis.nl
Website: www.artesis.nl
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DON’T DRIVE
ON OLD &
WORN TIRES…

AND DON’T RELY
ON OLD & WORN
LIFT BAGS
AT A RESCUE

TRADE-IN AND SAVE 20%
Municipal and volunteer fire departments
only. Don’t miss this opportunity to trade
in your aging Air Lifting Bags. Trade in
today and save 20%! Contact Paratech
today for more information.
800-435-9358 or www.paratech.us
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Tells A Story.

PBI Fabrics Engineered For The Work You Do.
When it comes to firefighting, reliable protection that stands tough against heat and flame, and remains service worthy, is what
you picture. And, for more than 25 years, in more cities, and in more departments, PBI Gold®, PBI Matrix® and PBI TriGuard™ fabrics
have been doing just that…providing unmatched protection and performance to
more firefighters than any other high performance fabric. From turnout gear and
hoods to inventive USAR gear, these exclusive fabrics take personal protection
to the highest level, combining unmatched flame and thermal protection with
unsurpassed strength and durability. PBI fabrics…picture perfect performance.

9800 Southern Pine Blvd Suite D // Charlotte, NC 28273 USA// T 704-554-3378 // F 704-554-3101
www.pbigold.com // E-mail: walt.lehmann@pbiproducts.com
Galgenbergstrasse 2b / Im Posthof D -93053 Regensburg, Germany
T +49 (0) 941 70 54 370 // F +49 (0) 941 70 54 110 // E-mail: Helmut.Zepf@pbiproducts.com
© 2007. PBI Gold, PBI Matrix, and Matrix are registered trademarks and PBI TriGuard™ is a trademark of PBI Performance Products, Inc.
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This article is reproduced with kind permission from the Catalyst, September 2007, the
quarterly newsletter from JOIFF

Workwear –
Who, When,
Wear and Care!

By Richard Newton
Principal of OPEQUE
(Optimising Productivity
by Engineering
Productivity and
Efficiency)

Go back perhaps only fifty or sixty years to when industrial
and commercial employees turned up for work in all that they
had, got it dirty, took it home to wash and repeated the cycle.
Then some enterprising individuals, responding to ever
increasing legislation and available budgets, started the
Workwear revolution. The Managed Workwear Rental service
to protect the wearer, promote the corporate image and
off-load the routine issues for the employer onto the service
provider was booming.

T

here soon followed textile technology development, more legislation and fashion, but
most significant was the ‘industrial transformation’ to what is now the vast commercial and
services sector norm. You would think we could
keep pace with all that and still have a perfect
system. So let’s look at a few workwear scenarios
and see what is going on today.
Is the garment fit for purpose, best suited to the
application, cleaned and maintained and being
worn enthusiastically by the wearer for all its
properties? Forget the hi-tec bits for now, just go
to the supermarket and DIY store, the local
garage, green-grocer, window cleaner, etc. Procuring the correct garment is itself a major project,
but with internet access and the expertise of the
suppliers, let’s assume that’s a done deal. Anyone
can buy the garments and use them as they wish,

but beware the pit falls even for these relatively
basic products when you take on home or
launderette washing.
Wash processes must suit the fabric, colour, soil
type and degree. The work load must be classified
of course; no point in mixing reds and whites,
mineral soil with proteinaceous and poly/cotton
blends with cotton or wool. BUT if any element is
incorrect (and you would be lucky to find a
machine that actually does exactly what it says)
then very simply it can all go wrong and you’re left
with a dirty, faded and probably different sized
garment.
Tolerable perhaps, but not ideal and when the
work force all have different shades of gear,
trouser legs, arms or Polo bodies and fleeces are
the wrong dimension and then worse still the
jacket or coat smell a bit and the garage mechanic

Procuring the correct garment is itself a major project,
but with internet access and the expertise of the
suppliers, let’s assume that’s a done deal. Anyone can
buy the garments and use them as they wish,
but beware the pit falls even for these relatively
basic products when you take on home or
launderette washing.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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gets a mild dermatitis condition – it makes you
think. Similarly, don’t underestimate the dangers
of taking your work soil home and mixing it all
with the kids’ stuff in the same load. Hygienically
clean, thermally disinfected, soil washed out and
residue rinsed to neutral? No need to explain;
those bits of yours which end up next to your skin
or on the dining table may not be quite as wholesome as you think.
Laundering really is quite straight forward
though and with those excellent care labels that
we study hard to understand (a new set is currently
running through European standards and will be
available soon, just to confuse?) and then match
with the machine operating settings (often just

programme A, B or C), we chuck in the sachets or
net-bagged tablets, press START and forget.
Maybe we add a bit of conditioner if not already
part of the sachet/tablet combo or perhaps this is
entrusted to the fresh air drying line or more likely
the impregnated fibre sheet that goes in with the
tumble dryer load. Over temperature or over dried
and seldom ‘cooled up or down’ the final article
emerges. An aggressive hand iron, fold and it’s
ready for another innings. What was that wash
temperature again?!
To get it right first time and every time is of
course possible, but needs attention to detail
and we haven’t even considered repairs, garment
life or processing cost. So, to be safe and care for

Laundering really is quite straight forward though and
with those excellent care labels that we study hard to
understand (a new set is currently running through
European standards and will be available soon, just to
confuse?) and then match with the machine operating
settings (often just programme A, B or C), we
chuck in the sachets or net-bagged tablets,
press START and forget.
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your own garment:
● check the wash instructions from new and
always follow
● bring the soiled garment home in a bag, brush
off or rinse any heavy soil or deposits, check
carefully and empty pockets
● only add to a comparable wash load, or wash
alone
● pay special attention to finishing, don’t tumble
or iron too hot.
The next category is the posh bit (corporate or
front of house apparel) which as above can start
off really well, but with the wrong care and maintenance can very soon and expensively lose its
form. The confusion over dry clean or wet wash
suitability, garment construction and inter-linings,
body odour as opposed to work soil and the
enhanced finished quality all add to this mine-field
for the hotel, restaurant, bank and building
society, air-line desk and perhaps even you. These
garments are generally of sturdier construction
and fabric than fashion garments, but require the
same care to maintain appearance and life.
Now for the exciting ranges where we’ll
consider some special applications. Before getting
into heavy PPE legislation let’s look at the food,
pharmaceutical, electronics and health-care
sectors, where the garment essentially protects the
product, not the wearer.

The Food industry in all its
guises, from abattoir to the
sandwich stall is legislatively
tight and the awareness level
is high – or is it?
This is where the responsibility for error really
kicks in and the repercussions for getting it wrong
can at worst be fatal and not necessarily to the
wearer, but to an innocent third party. Laundry
processes, their validation, control systems, procedures, risk assessments, method statements,
HACCP (hazard assessment at critical points)/RABC
(risk analysis and bio-contamination control) and
auditing to a recognised standard have been
developed and are well practised – SURELY.
The Food industry in all its guises, from abattoir
to the sandwich stall is legislatively tight and the
awareness level is high – or is it? We are still
having to be educated on how and when to wash
our hands, so I’m not so sure. The key requirements
for garments in this sector are that they must not
allow things to drop out of pockets, should not
have overlapped seams or folds which entrap food
particles, have no loose buttons or threads and are
hygienically clean. All completely achievable with
the right controls and management.
The pharmaceutical and electronics industries
require clean room technology to achieve particle
and static free, hi-tec, lint free fabric garments.
The control of garments in this sector is exemplary.
Perhaps that is because the products are so
expensive?
In the health-care sector, the range of standards
both required and practised is massive; the
laundering and sterilising of theatre pack reusable
garments, the pristine matron level uniforms, the
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

• clothing to international
performance standards

Bristol
Uniforms
Limited
Wathen Street,
Staple Hill,
Bristol BS16 5LL

telephone:
0117 956 3101

• comprehensive range of
accessories, helmets,
boots, gloves and tools
• Bristol Care - flexible
solutions for garment
care & maintenance
• SEE OUR NEW WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS OF ALL
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

www.bristoluniforms.com
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scruffy house officer’s coat, the nurse’s uniform
worn on the bus as well as the ward, the cleaning
and maintenance staff. Then consider the care
homes, the dental and GP surgeries and the
developing expert pharmacy chains. For all these
applications the correct garment must first be
procured and then maintained in service where
the necessary attention to detail is paramount.
Right now and even with so many issues
pending in respect of hospital practices and crossinfection there is continuing debate on what
standards should apply. The same rules apply as to
general workwear, but often the construction and
fabric are lighter, the design is more complex and
they must be treated with greater care. Garments
should always be washed independently from
other items and at guaranteed conditions which
achieve chemical or thermal disinfection.
Now the real test, PPE – Flame retardant (both
inherently resistant and retardant by treatment),
chemical resistant, high-visibility and their various
combinations. Procurement, maintenance and
inspection here take on a whole new level,

●

best to keep a record from new of the number
of washes and always examine for residual soil,
tears and holes and missing fasteners;
● chemical resistant garments generally require
periodic treatment with the approved antipenetrative finish and this must be recorded
and carried out by an expert;
● high-visibility garments can be checked against
original fabric swatches for degradation and
the reflective strips can be tested using a comparator/verifier (available from manufacturer).
Assuming we do get the product and its application as well as processing right, the next hurdle
is still to get the welder, motorway construction
worker, etc. to agree to wear the PPE and even
then, correctly. It’s the same with washing hands,
bicycle helmets, and mobile phones in cars; we
haven’t quite reached the same success as with
seat-belts, motor-cycle helmets and hard hats. For
Workwear to be accepted and function correctly in
all its forms, the designers, employers and wearers
must share the responsibility for creating the right
product, investing in its correct care and main-

In the health-care sector, the range of standards
both required and practised is massive; the
laundering and sterilising of theatre pack
reusable garments, the pristine matron level
uniforms, the scruffy house officer’s coat, the
nurse’s uniform worn on the bus as well as the
ward, the cleaning and maintenance staff.

Richard Newton is an
Engineer, practised in broad
Engineering Application,
Technical Development and
Operational Management in
the Production, Processing
and Service Industries. He is
principal of OPEQUE
(Optimising Productivity by
Engineering Productivity and
Efficiency) a Consultancy
engaged in a wide range of
activities including
Operational appraisal,
Productivity and Procedures
evaluation, Project
Management, Energy Audits,
Work Study and Methods
review, Health and Safety
Management Review and
Legislation Guidance etc.
Contact Richard at email
richard@opeque.com website
www.opeque.com
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because in the awful worst case eventuality, the
repercussions and penalties are immense. All the
procedures to ensure the correct care, i.e. fabric
recognition and sorting, soil type and degree
assessment, process specification and validation
are in principle the same as for the most basic
workwear and if strictly applied, will realise correct
functionality. However this special laundering
knowledge is key to maintaining the fabric, its
treatment, any adornments (reflective tape,
emblems, etc) and surely dictates a managed
service with resultant confidence that the garment
is supplied to the wearer in a condition which is fit
for purpose and affords the requisite protection.
The unspecified process will have no validation,
may damage the properties of the garment, cause
it to retain residual soil (which may be flammable)
and adversely impact garment life. These in
addition to the colour loss, shrinkage and risk of
contamination render home or launderette washing unadvisable.
To test your PPE clothing (this should only be
undertaken by a competent, validated authority):
● flame retardancy is difficult to check by non
destructive means, but it may be possible to
sacrifice a portion(s) of the fabric and send
to an accredited laboratory for testing;

tenance and then wearing it. So, when you set out
to buy Workwear for your staff, think of all these
things and consider if you or they really want this
responsibility for staying clean and alive.
A very sensible option is to contract out the
service which implicitly shares the responsibility and
ultimately ensures that your team are maintained
comfortably, clean and protected from the perils of
the workplace. The expertise and efficiency of a
professional contract laundry has other benefits;
look at the environmental and cost impact of laundering and note that by contracting to a managed
service, industrial processing utilises:
● 52% less primary energy
● 73% less water
● 85% less detergent; while creating
● 33% less CO emissions
2
● 36% less NO emissions
x
compared with typical operating costs for a
laundrette or domestic machine. And let’s not
forget stock costs, repair costs asnd the sheer
delight of hassle-free pass the buckology to ensure
it is never our fault when a garment doesn’t turn
up or it’s too small or fails to work!
Workwear is key to protecting and promoting
your business. Wear it, treat it with respect,
monitor its condition; it will not let you down. IFF
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

The VFR2000, certificated according

to the EN 443 norms, conforms
to safety requirements greater
than those required by low.
The protection is assured
thanks to the materials
employed of high quality (Kevlar
for the outer shell, EPS for the internal shell, ABS
for half-shell) and by constructive solutions which
represent a very technology evolution.
The comfort is made of “Coolmax Dupont®” fabric
and the internal stuffing guarantees a perfect fit of the
helmet ensuring greater aeration and the absorption of
blows.
The transparent visor is certificated according to the
EN 166 norms.
The reflecting screen guarantees the protection of the
user’s eyes and face from radiant heat.
SICOR SpA
20016 Pero MI - Italy
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Tel. +39 02 3539041
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• Outer shell made in composite materials/Kevlar
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• Rapid size adjustment system from 52 to 64
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Challenges To
The Designer:
Exiting From High-Rise & Large
Mixed-Use Buildings

By Virginia Charter
and Jeff Grove
RJA Group, Inc.

High-rise and large mixed-use buildings are located throughout the world. These
facilities have the potential to contain a tremendous amount of occupants,
especially gaming resorts. Finding a way to egress building occupants in an
emergency can be a challenge depending on the complexity of the facility and
the uses within the complex. When multiple uses come together in one of these
facilities, the exiting challenges can grow exponentially. These facilities are
sometimes referred to as “Mega Resorts”.

T

ypically designed around a casino and hotel
premise, Mega Resorts have developed to
include all the amenities a consumer could
imagine within one facility. Obviously, this is intended
to keep occupants at the same place to maximize
revenue (e.g., gaming, entertainment, retail, restaurants, etc.).
Las Vegas, Nevada and Macau, China are two
such destinations that have taken the concept of
the Mega Resort to new levels. Although Las Vegas
has been a part of the resort industry for over fifty
years, ideas for larger and more encompassing
resorts to replace those previously in operation has
been the norm over the past twenty years. These
facilities are attracting tourists by the millions each
year. Macau is relatively new to the resort industry,
but has not suffered for lost time and is predicted to

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

be just as glamorous and stimulating as Las Vegas.
Dubai, located in the United Arab Emirates, has
also recently entered the construction of extremely
tall and large facilities. Although not associated with
gaming, the facilities in Dubai do not lack in size or
substance. However, these facilities also present
significant challenges to the designer to determine
how to address a satisfactory means of egress.
The layout of the Mega Resort typically includes a
parking structure, podium levels, and residential
high rise towers. The podium levels are typically
arranged to house the amenities for the public.
Whether it be theaters to attend Broadway style
productions, a retail complex that would rival any
local mall, an expansive pool, multiple restaurants
and nightclubs, or a wedding chapel; these uses,
that by themselves could pose unique egress
29
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concerns, have been incorporated within these
mega facilities to push the limits of the egress
system. The number of podium levels varies from
resort to resort and is generally between one to five
levels. The hotel tower provides thousands of rooms
and suites for overnight guests.

Challenges
Typically, the larger the resort, the greater the
challenges presented for life safety related systems
within the facility. Each facility competes with its
predecessors to have a more elaborate theater, a
larger convention center, a more expansive casino
floor, taller residential tower accommodations,
unique shopping opportunities, varied dining experiences, and amenities to better a patron’s overall
experience and entice future visitors. Tower heights,
large occupant loads, multiple uses, proximity to
property lines, paths for exit discharge, common
path of travel, and travel distances are common
challenges for these resorts.
These resorts contain just about everything a city
does. Almost all the major occupancies called out in
the International Building Code (IBC) are in these
facilities. In addition to the amenities provided to
patrons (gaming, shopping, dining, etc.), there are
just as many back-of-house support areas. Many
times these areas are even located on intermediate
levels that patrons do not even know exist. These
support areas often include offices, mechanical and
electrical rooms, storage, kitchens, and loading
docks. On occasion, these back-of-house areas can
also include hazardous occupancies, such as fuel for
emergency generators and fire pumps, bulk pool
chemical storage, etc. Because of the multiple
occupancies located within the resorts, additional
challenges come with these mini-cities. Occupancy
separations, high security areas, the desire to keep
the public out of unoccupied spaces, or employee
only areas also add complexity to the egress design.
Additionally, these massive properties are all
contained within sites that can range from 20 to 70
acres. Compare this to a city whose high density
could be spread over 10-square miles. Each resort is
jammed packed into these sites and the building or
buildings can also approach adjacent property lines.
Space within these facilities is at a premium and
30

exiting is not always the initial focus of the designers.
Sometimes coinciding with these mega resorts
and other times standing alone, it is common practice to have residential or office high rise towers in
excess of 500 feet. Sometimes these facilities reach
more than 1,000 feet above grade. These heights
lead to new challenges in exiting.
Within every large facility there are multiple
high-rise stairs serving the hotel tower, levels of the
podium, and the parking garage. Many of these
stairs face the challenge of exit discharge due to
their location within the facility. Many of these stairs
are not located on the exterior portion of the facility. As such, these stair terminations reside in the
middle of the resort. Once occupants achieve a level
of protection (i.e. a two hour exit enclosure), that
level of protection or greater must be provided to
the exterior of the building. Through the use of
intermediate levels, horizontal stair transfers may be
added to avoid having a two hour enclosure
running through the main podium levels.
With facilities of this magnitude, exits need to be
distributed evenly. The IBC limits the maximum
distance an occupant is allowed to travel before
reaching an exit, as well as the maximum common
path of travel. Typically the main podium levels of
large resorts stretch well over 1,000 feet in one
dimension. Now, not only is capacity an issue with
exits, additional exits need to be provided and
placed to address maximum travel distances.
Maximum travel distances are quantified within the
IBC based upon the occupancy group, and whether
automatic sprinkler protection is provided. For most
occupancies within these fully sprinkler facilities, the
maximum travel distance from any point to the
closest exit is 250-feet.
Another component of the means of egress system
is the limitation of the maximum common path of
travel. Common path of travel is defined in the IBC
to be “that portion of exit access which the occupants are required to traverse before two separate
and distinct paths of egress travel to two exits are
available.” Common path of travel challenges within these facilities typically occur in back-of-house
areas and large residential units. Rooms or spaces
that may require only a single exit due to a limited
occupant load would require a second exit if the
common path of travel was exceeded.
The maximum occupancy for these facilities rivals
the total population of many cities. For example, the
average new gaming facilities must accommodate
anywhere between 70,000 to 100,000 occupants
worth of egress capacity, with some of the larger
facilities approaching over 250,000. This is due to
not only these facilities being very large, but also
the IBC requirement that all portions of the building
be considered to be occupied simultaneously. Large
occupant loads are a major concern for the egress
systems within these Mega Resorts, since available
floor space needs to include exits. Space within
these resorts is at a premium and the location of
these exits is a critical balance. Additionally, the
largest of these occupant loads are not always
located at grade level. As a result, there could be
20,000 to 40,000 occupants on each of the podium
levels. These loads could account for up to 750 feet
of exit width. This is a considerable amount of space
when trying to maximize revenue generating space
within a building. It has also become common
practice to put large assembly uses at the top of
residential towers, such as night clubs, restaurants,
pool decks, etc. This issue results in larger exit stairs
that potentially take away from guest rooms,
condominium units, or even leased areas on lower
tower and podium levels.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Solutions
There are several solutions that can be used to
alleviate the impact on exit width for these facilities.
These solutions may all need to be used depending
on the level or sometimes only one will resolve the
exiting issues. Two examples of prescriptive code
compliance that may address exiting challenges
include scissor stairs and horizontal exits. A third
solution to improve the impact on exit capacity,
when allowed by the local authority, is separate
evacuation zones. There are two additional solutions
for high rise buildings to aid in the evacuation
occupants. These solutions include the use of area of
refuge floors or the use of elevators in full building
evacuations. Some facilities may require both.
Scissor stairs are a great way to add to the
capacity of an exit without significantly increasing
the width. Each scissor stair will have two separate
entrances with two separate sets of treads that
criss-cross each other. However, it is important to
remember, that scissor stairs can only add to the
capacity of an exit. Even though there are two
separate entrances into this stair, it can only be
considered as one exit since they are essentially
within one stair shaft. It should be noted that some
international codes recognize double helix stairs as
separate exits. These are similar to scissor stairs in
that the two sets of treads criss-cross each other. The
difference is that each set of stair treads, landings
and stair entrances are separated from each other by
two-hour construction. Although explicitly not permitted by the IBC, this means of stair construction
has been utilized successfully in several areas of the
world to address required additional exits.
Horizontal exits are another solution that can be
utilized to approximately double the number of exits

Pic courtesy of RJA
Group

and the amount of exit capacity without a need for
additional stairs. Since up to 50 percent of the
number of exits and capacity can be configured
with horizontal exits, this can help reduce stair
widths within the building. Horizontal exit walls are
required to be continuous from the exterior wall to
the exterior wall of a building creating a two hour
fire resistive constructed separation between the
two areas. Once occupants have crossed the two
hour barrier, they are considered to have exited the
area being evacuated. However, on the opposite
side of the horizontal exit wall, a refuge area
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Jin Mao building in
Shanghai, PR China.
Picture courtesy of Rolf
Jensen & Associates

providing sufficient room for the exiting occupants,
as well as the occupants already anticipated in that
area. From the refuge area, occupants are required
to be provided with a clear path either directly to
the exterior or to a rated stair enclosure to take
them to the exterior of the building. Horizontal exits
are an effective means of egress for convention
centers, ballrooms and theaters, as well as dividing
casinos from other areas of the resort. These inherent architectural boundaries for these uses can then
be effectively are utilized for horizontal exit purposes.
For podium levels located at grade, the use of
horizontal exits and multiple exterior exits is usually
sufficient to meet the exiting needs.
When allowed by the local authority, a third solution that is typically used on high density podium
levels is separate evacuation zones. Evacuation
zones coincide with the fire alarm, sprinkler, and
smoke control system boundaries and naturally
utilize the horizontal exit walls as some of the
boundaries. When using separate evacuation zones,
the entire floor no longer exits at the same time.
Occupants within one zone would exit, while the
other zones would remain in normal mode. This
way both exit stairs and horizontal exits can be used
by multiple zones and in a sense utilizing the same
exit capacity many times. Evacuation zones are a
viable option because with these mega resorts the
type of construction (Type IA or IB) is the most
restrictive and in a sense each zone is enclosed by
two hour rated construction. Using separate evacuation zones is an extension of the provisions
allowed for a horizontal exiting scheme, since not
all areas of the floor will be evacuated.
Due to the significant height of high rise towers,
additional protective methods may be considered
and utilized for the overall exiting system. Although
not a requirement within the IBC area of refuge
floors are a means to allow occupants to gather and
rest during an event within exceedingly tall high rise
structures. Typically located every ten to thirty levels
depending on the project and jurisdiction, refuge
floors are either open to the atmosphere or
completely enclosed. Refuge floors are of the same
construction of the stair shaft that it serves and
sized to allow for three square feet per person of
the floor of alarm, floor above, and floor below
since those would be the floors evacuated. Occupants can enter these levels only from the exit stair.
These levels are used to have occupants gather for
32

further instruction by trained personnel (either
building management or fire rescue). These levels
can also be used as a resting place for occupants
because should they want to continue, occupants
would re-enter the stair and continue down to the
next refuge floor or to the building exterior.
Though it is not a new practice and not
recognized by the IBC, the use of elevators for
ambulatory evacuation is still being defined through
different projects in the world depending upon the
height and complexity of the facility. The most
effective use of elevators for this type of evacuation
is typically when the building as a whole needs to
be evacuated. Should this be the case, through the
use of the voice evacuation system, occupants
would be instructed to meet on designated floors
(by means of an exit stair) where elevators would
pick occupants up and take them to the ground
level. The elevators are on both normal and emergency power and are only used once the building
and building systems affecting the elevators are
deemed safe.
As an alternative to the prescriptive requirements
of the building code, performance based solutions
may also be utilized for numerous aspects of the
required means of egress, including extended travel
distances, and increased exit capacities. These
solutions may include tenability analyses to determine the maximum amount of time occupants are
provided with a tenable environment to exit the
area under consideration. Timed egress analyses can
then be computed to determine the maximum
travel distances that occupants are permitted given
this tenability analysis. Further, computer based
models can also be utilized to determine if exit
components can accommodate greater numbers of
occupants, also based upon this tenability analysis.
Of course, these solutions are also dependent upon
the authority having jurisdiction being comfortable
with the conclusions of these analyses.

Summary and conclusion
These Mega Resorts or high rise buildings can be
overwhelming from a life safety aspect, especially
the required means of egress systems. Breaking the
facility down by levels and areas helps alleviate the
prospect of having to exit an entire facility simultaneously, which can rival the size of small cities. It
can be broken down into the same categories as
above; high rise levels, garage, and podium. From
there, each level may need to be further broken
down and evaluated. Parking garages are usually the
lesser challenging aspect of the facility followed by
typical residential levels. However, the more challenging residential levels with larger guest suites or
the upper levels containing high density occupancies
(night clubs, pool decks, restaurants) as well as the
podium levels will need to apply several of the
solutions listed above.
Mega Resorts and high rises are the norm as
desired destinations throughout the United States
and the world. Exiting from these facilities is
extremely challenging when dealing with so many
factors, while trying to keep the design intent of the
owner and architects in mind. Since floor space is at
a premium, cost on the high density floors, creative
solutions to exiting are almost always required.
Through the use of multiple stairs/exits, scissor stairs,
horizontal exits, separate evacuation zones, interior
stair transfers, area of refuge floors, and elevator
evacuation, these buildings can be designed
efficiently to provide both entertainment and safe
evacuation for those patrons. The ultimate design is
to make the required exits augment the architectural
IFF
design.
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[ Because real-life firefighting
demands the best. ]

MSA Middle East,
UAE & Arabian Gulf
Phone: +9712 6333926
msamiddleeast@msanet.com

Master Foam Nozzle
Protector Station Monitor
• Bolts directly to most pipe flanges • Self-Educting Foam Nozzle
• Fixed l/min - 950, 1300, 2000,
• 65mm male thread outlet
or 3000 @ 7 bar
• Maximum flow 4700 l/min
• 0.5, 1, 3 and 6% foam eduction
• Maximum pressure 17 bar

QuadraFog Selectable Nozzles
• Stainless steel spinning teeth • 38mm hoseline
• Accepts foam adaptors
• NFPA Compliant
• 110-230-360-470 l/min @ 7 bar
• Low pressure models available

MONSOON - Manually Controlled 7,600 l/min Monitor
• Maximum operating pressure is 14 bar
FM
• Only 1 bar friction loss at 7,600 l/min
APPROVED
• Field changeable elevation and rotation stops
• Elevation range is 90° above to 45° below horizon

PRO/pak - Portable Foam System
• One package attaches to your 25mm or 38mm hoseline
• Operates on inlet pressures between 3 to 34 bar
• Nominal flow is 45 l/min @ 7 bar
• Includes three different quick connect nozzles and shoulder strap

FM
APPROVED

Abdul Aziz & Brothers LLC
P.O. Box 186, Hamriya,
PC 131,
Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +968 2444 6792
selwynp@aabrosgroup.com

Heba Fire & Safety
Equipment Company
King Saud St., P.O. Box 404
Dammam, 31411
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 3842 0840
mazen.seoud@heba-fire.com
Inline Foam Eductors
• 38mm or 65mm full time swivel rocker lug inlet coupling
• Extra large 390mm pick up hose and stainless steel wand
• Inlet pressure is 14 bar with 9 bar allowable back pressure
• Fixed flows of 230, 360 or 475 l/min @ 7 bar available

®

Task Force Tips, Inc.
2800 East Evans Avenue
Valparaiso, IN 46383-6940 USA
Tel: +219 548 4000
intsales@tft.com
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Fire Department Instructors’
Conference (FDIC Bahrain)
9-13 December 2007, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
The week of December 9 will
find the best minds in fire
protection and emergency
response personnel from across
the Gulf States gathered in
Bahrain to share, discuss and
practice their unique life saving
skills. The event that draws such
critical people is FDIC BAHRAIN
2007, the acronym FDIC stands
for the Fire Department
Instructors’ Conference.

T

his event is in its second year and is the
organized by a collaborative effort
between the Bahraini Civil Defense
fire-fighting and emergency response
officers and a collection of international
fire-fighting authorities. Co-organized by
Pennwell, the FDIC team return this year
with former UN Fire Chief Robert Trizzoi and
fire-fighting legend John O’Connell, this
time orchestrating an even more unique and
deeply talented conference program.
The goal of FDIC is share methods,
lessons learned and to create relationships
which are beyond doubt unique to the fire
service community. The concept of FDIC
Bahrain is for fire professionals to teach
one another then go out teach again to
their fire-fighting forces back in their home
communities or our industrial settings.

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Community is not just a byproduct of
being involved in fire-fighting it also an
essential skill for those who must lead
these critical forces. Being involved in the
community of the world’s fire-fighters
helps the leaders to sculpt the best possible practices for the region or the industry
they protect. This is in fact the most
diverse collection of international industrial
and municipal fire-fighters in the world.

This vital interaction of the worlds leading
fire-fighting minds is made possible by the
generosity and support of the Kingdom of
Bahrain. The leadership in Bahrain appreciates the challenges and difficulties facing
Bahraini fire-fighters and so facing the
entire Kingdom of Bahrain and beyond.
Bahrain is experiencing tremendous
growth and prosperity, combined with its
rich cultural heritage it is a perfect example
of the beauty and future, which has
developed in the gulf region. It also
provides the complete backdrop to discuss
the many emerging issues which face
the regions structural and industrial
fire-fighters. The interaction between
structural fire-fighters and industrial
brigades, between municipal civil defense
fire-fighters and shipboard fire-fighters,
between civil defense forces and fire-fighters
operating at natural disasters and acts of
terrorism is continually growing and evolving. Due to the Kingdom’s tireless efforts
and it’s partners in FDIC all of these topics
and many more will analyzed, queried and
for the participants more fully understood.
FDIC 2007 has attracted the very best
minds the industrial fire-fighting world to
include Mr. Frank Bateman of National
Foam Corporation, a leading authority not
only in industrial fire-fighting but in
fire-fighting instruction. Mr. Bateman will
be providing field training on critical flange
fires, open fires and other technical indus35
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trial operations. At any fire service conference one would expect a leading expert
to be showcased but at FDIC Bahrain both
the worlds industrial fire-fighting giants
are teaching, Mr. Dwight Williams a living
legend, world renowned innovator and
one of the world most respected industrial
fire-fighting experts along with his team
from Williams Fire and Hazard Control will
also be conducting live training. An industrial
fire-fighter from the Gulf can participate in

a live training exercise on one day with Mr.
Frank Bateman and the following day with
Mr. Dwight Williams. This is a once in lifetime unique experience, the ultimate
industrial fire-fighting training experience
available only in the pure training environment of FDIC Bahrain 2007.
The structural municipal fire-fighters of
the region also have the world best to
learn from as well. Leading world-class
teams for live hands on training are

•

•

Francesco Rossetti presenting Vehicle Extrication, Gianmario Gnecchi presenting Fires
Below Grade, Simon Rogers directing High
Angle Rescue, Chris Ruberry delivering
Marine Fire-fighting and Sean Nelson
presenting High-Rise Fire-fighting.
The FDIC 2007 Bahrain conference has
two days highly dynamic workshops and
three days of intensely focused classes for
the command and control staff officers
by the most recognized international
authorities alive. Every Fire Service leader
in the region is expected to be in Bahrain
in December listening, sharing and experiencing this unparalleled opportunity. The
list of presenters is a virtually who’s who of
fire service luminaries who have come
together for the very first time in Bahrain.
FDIC 2007 also offers an exhibition that
will showcase the latest equipment,
products and services that enable the
fire-fighters to do their job. Many of the
world’s leading suppliers to the fire industry
will be present at FDIC, demonstrating
their leading products and services, to this
specialist and professional industry.
Only the significance of the region and
the opportunity to influence the development of the world very best fire-fighters
could have brought these leaders together.
For a complete listing of classes, exhibitors
and registration information go to
www.fdicbahrain.com
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Aquis from Waterous delivers a level of performance and reliability typically reserved for more expensive Class A foam
proportioners. Available in two sizes ( 2.5 and 1.5 ) to fit your needs, Aquis features a non-corroding brass body pump
as well as sensors that measure water temperature and water flow to create the ideal water to concentrate ratio for
superior foam. Dollar for dollar and feature for feature, there’s no doubting that Aquis is the finest foam proportioner
on earth. To learn more, call 44 1785 761929 or email pal@waterous-europe com.

INTUITVE OPERATOR PANEL
Manufactured with chrome plated cast
aluminum, long life buttons and UV stable
polycarbonate overlay labeling.

DURABLE FLOWMETER

POWERHOUSE PUMP

Features a super accurate, stainless steel
paddlewheel with stainless steel bearings
and carbide axle.

The AQUIS 2.5 is equipped with a 1/2
hp or the 1.5 with a 1/3 hp, 12-volt
or 24-volt electric foam concentrate
pump motor.

WATEROUS COMPANY
REGISTERED TO ISO 9001
FILE A6110

Waterous07AQUIS_InterFirefighter1 1

10/23/07 11:38:39 AM
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International Fire Fighter is proud to be the official and exclusive international journal for
FDIC Bahrain as well the FDIC in Indianapolis. On the next few pages, we look at what some
of the exhibitors in Bahrain will be showing.

Akron Brass
Introduces Several
New Products
From their Weldon division, AKRON BRASS
has introduced several new features with
their multiplex electrical system (V-MUX).
This includes a USB direct download component with their Vista III display, more
intuitive diagnostics output naming, and
GPS integration with the Vista III display as
well.
Another new Weldon division product is
a series of LED warning lights – the
Diamondback™. Engineered with patented
high-power V-LED technology, these new
lamps have Pure-Pattern optics, customizable color arrangements, highly flexible
flash patterns, lamp synchronization, wireless pattern selection, and they are field
serviceable and upgradeable.
Akron Brass has also introduced
enhanced TurboJet and Assault handline
nozzles. These changes include making the
products easier to disassemble and repair,
easier pattern identification, and reduced
rotation by as much as 50% when changing from fog to straight stream.
Other products being displayed at FDIC
Bahrain 2007 include monitors, such as the
MercuryMaster 1000, the Brass Omega XP
and the FireFox, cord and hose reels, as
well as scene and vehicular lighting.
Founded in 1918, Akron Brass is a
Premier Farnell company and is ISO 9001:
2000 registered.
Visit us at FDIC Bahrain Hall 4 Booth G8.

also meets the growing demand for an
SCBA capability from specialist and paramilitary forces, explosive ordnance disposal
(EOD) units, as well as naval and air force
fire fighting units. The Atlantair range
marks Avon’s entry into the SCBA market
outside the USA, where it has a leading
position in SCBA technology through
AVON-ISI. The Atlantair SCBA technology
enables Avon to offer a broad capability in
respiratory protection, which gives users
exceptional operational flexibility when
dealing with extreme CBRN threats.
The FM12, which is in service throughout the world and is the current approved
respirator for UK Police in combination
with the CR1 suit.
The 50 series of respirators including
the:
●

●
●

C50 general service mask which is
approved against CE and NIOSH standards for use in a CBRN environment.
FM53 multi purpose respirator capable
of SCBA, PAPR and APR applications.
EH20 personal emergency hood which
provides an alternative to the traditional
CBRN general service respirator. Developed specifically for the UK emergency
services the CE approved EH20 provides
a high level of respiratory protection
from principal CBRN agents for at least
20 minutes allowing time to evacuate
from a contaminated area.

The ST53, multi-capable RPE system
which has been developed to provide the
user with the capability to select either
positive pressure SCBA or negative pressure filtered air during use, enabling the
user to select the level of protection
demanded by a changing threat without
having to leave the incident or change RPE
systems.
Avon Protection Systems, is the
acknowledged world leading provider of
advanced CBRN respiratory protection
solutions to the world’s military, law
enforcement, first responder, emergency
services and industrial markets.
Please visit us at our booth K23.
Avon Protection Systems
Hampton Park West
Semington Road
Melksham SN12 6NB, UK
Website: www.avon-protection.com

most extensive line of emergency response
apparatus manufactured today – with all
your specific requirements in mind. Vehicle
types include: quick attack units, pumpers,
tankers, rescues, hazmats, command units
and specialized vehicles, industrial vehicles,
aerial ladders and platforms, and aircraft
rescue firefighting vehicles. E-ONE manufactures the following brand names:
E-ONE, E-ONE Classic Series, American
Eagle, Tradition Series, Bronto, and
Saulsbury. When lives are in the balance
and seconds count, we must question
everything. E-ONE.
Please visit us at our booth E6.
E-ONE
1601 SW 37th Avenue
Ocala
Florida 34474
Tel: (352) 237-1122
Fax: (352) 237-1161
Email: info@e-one.com
Website: www.e-one.com

Fire Safety Engineering College
The FIRE SAFETY ENGINEERING COLLEGE
is located in the beautiful capital city of
Muscat in the Sultanate of Oman within
easy reach of Seeb International Airport.
The College is a unique Higher Education
Institution in the Sultanate of Oman
founded in 1997. The College is licensed
by the Ministry of Higher Education in
Oman and affiliated to the University of
Central Lancashire, UK.
Five new courses have been approved
by the University of Central Lancashire
(UK) and the Ministry of Higher Education,
Sultanate of Oman, to run at the Fire
Safety Engineering College and the University from September 2007.
The first three years of the courses are
studied at the Fire Safety Engineering
College and lead to Bachelor Degree*
qualifications.
●
●
●
●

The CE Atlantair range of Self Contained
Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) is AVON
PROTECTION SYSTEM’s most recent development offering true operational flexibility
for fire-fighting and HAZMAT units. Atlantair
38

●

As a leading worldwide manufacturer of
fire rescue vehicles, E-ONE produces the

BSc Well Engineering
BSc Health, Safety & Environmental
Management
BSc Fire Safety (Engineering)
BSc Fire Safety (Management)
BSc Facilities Management

Students who complete the three years
successfully may progress to a fourth year
at the UK University to complete an
Honours Degree**.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Internationally Accredited Training Partner You Can Trust

Fire Safety Engineering College

Fire Safety Engineering College, the only one of its kind in the Middle East, offers internationally
accredited higher education programmes and vocational courses by highly qualified faculty

Bachelor courses
●

Well Engineering

Vocational Courses in
●

Risk & Safety Management

●

Fire Engineering

●

Aviation & Civil Defence

●

Fire Safety Engineering

●

Fire & Rescue

●

Facilities Management

●

Well Engineering

●

Health, Safety and Environmental
Management

University of Central Lancashire (UK)
®

P.O. Box 2511, P C 111, Seeb, Sultanate of Oman. Tel: 24512000 / 24521256

www.fsecoman.com

Email: info@fsecoman.com

FDIC08_Spread.indd 1
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WHERE TO TRAIN
April 7-12, 2008
Indiana Convention Center
Indianapolis, IN
www.fdic.com

FDIC08_Spread.indd 2

3 Ways to Register:
FAX:
Toll-free: +1-888-299-8057
Direct +1-918-831-9161

WEB:
www.fdic.com

MAIL:
FDIC Registration
1421 South Sheridan Road
Tulsa, OK 74112 USA
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●
●

BEng(Hons) Mechanical Engineering
(Well Engineering)
BSc(Hons) Health, Safety & Environmental Management
BSc(Hons) Fire Safety (Engineering)
BSc(Hons) Fire Safety (Management)
BSc(Hons) Facilities Management

*Bachelor Degree (University of Central
Lancashire UK) = Advanced Diploma (Oman)
**Bachelor Degree with Honours (University of
Central Lancashire UK) = Bachelor Degree
(Oman)

The College courses replace the 2-year
Diploma courses but students may still qualify for the Diploma after 2 years of study.
The higher education programmes
attract both young and mature students
from many different countries in the

•

region, and students on these programmes
have the opportunity of mixing with
experienced industry professionals attending short courses at the College.
The College also provides Vocational
courses in:
● Aviation and Civil Defence
● Fire and Rescue
● Fire Engineering
● Risk and Safety Management
● Well Engineering
Many of our courses are internationally
accredited and directly relevant to industry
and to employment. The record of
students going into good employment is
excellent and the feedback we receive
from employers is highly appreciated.
The College is a voting member of both

Totally-Automated Foam Proportioning
Visit us at

FDIC Bahrain
9th-13th December

•

the Certificate (vocational) and Degree
Assemblies of the International Fire Service
Accreditation Congress (IFSAC) USA, and
has accreditation for certification for many
Fire Safety courses. It is also an associate
member of the International Well Control
Forum (IWCF), an associate member of the
International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC) and a training center for
the American Safety and Health Institute
(ASHI) Basic Life Support training. The UK
Civil Aviation Authority undertake an
annual audit of the Fire Safety Engineering
College in order to assess it against standards that have been established in the
UK, with particular reference to ‘CAP 699’.
The College has an excellent reputation
in the Middle East, built upon the superb
facilities and highly professional and
dedicated staff.
Visit us at our booth H2.
For more information, please contact:
Mr. Mohammed Hettini
General Manager – Marketing & Business
Development
Fire Safety Engineering College – Oman
PO Box 2511
Postal Code 111 Seeb
Sultanate of Oman
Tel: (968) 24521256, 24512000
Fax: (968) 24521042
Email: info@fsecoman.com
Website: www.fsecoman.com

Stand K18

Visit us

at
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At the simple push of a button, the FoamPro
Model 2024 automatically manages all
foam proportioning requirements. Designed
for Class A and/or Class B foam applications,
the system delivers concentrate from a microscopic
.01 gpm (.04 l/m) to 6.34 gpm (24 l/m) – all with unmatched accuracy and simplicity.

FOAMPRO, the industry leader in foam
technology offers a wide variety of easy to
use, fully automatic, direct injection
proportioning systems. Various sizes from
3.8l/min through 1136l/min are available
to meet your specific Class A and B foam
applications per DIN V 14430. Common
usage include: Municipal, Bush/Wildland;
Industrial, Compressed Air Foam Systems
(CAFS), Marine and ARFF.
Please visit us at our booth K18.

FoamPro’s discharge side injection delivers exact amounts of concentrate regardless of
changes in water flow rate, pressure, elevation or nozzle types. Real time performance
information is displayed to the operator via ultra-bright LED digital control module readouts.

Equip your apparatus with tomorrow’s technology!
FoamPro Europa
Tel: +49 (0) 6159 717868
Fax: +49 (0) 6159 717869
E-mail: info@foampro-europe.de

www.foampro.com
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At its stand during FDIC Bahrain 2007, MSA again will be presenting numerous of its latest innovations, interesting developments
and proven products in the area of sophisticated safety products
and gas detection system solutions.
Among others the following products are presented, explained
and demonstrated:
● FireHawk M7: MSA’s Next-Generation Breathing Apparatus
for Firefighters
(First to Be Fully Certified as Meeting New NFPA Standards)
● AirGo: Modular Industrial SCBA System
(For every application the optimal breathing apparatus model)
● alphaHUD Head-Up-Display
(Hands-free Monitoring of SCBA Air Supply & Alarms)
● motionSCOUT
(Next Generation Stand-alone Personal Alert Safety System)
● The Thermal Imaging Camera EVOLUTION
(For Every Application the Optimal TIC Model)
● The new Fuego Fire Helmet
(For cost effective high level of protection fire fighting head
protection)
Please visit us at our booth H32.

STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES INDUSTRIES (SCI) is
the pioneer of manufacturing composite SCBA
cylinders. Based in Pomona, California (USA), SCI
has a state-of-the-art, vertically integrated manufacturing facility which allows SCI to produce
low-cost, top quality composite cylinders. SCI has
been building composite cylinders for over 35
years. With over 2 million cylinders sold, SCI has
never had a field failure, an unparalleled record!
SCI produces a full range of SCBA cylinders
with
DOT/TC
(North
America),
CE/HSE
(European) approvals as well as for the Japanese,
Chinese, Korean, Australian and Russian certifications. SCI is the recognized leader in most of
these areas for the highest quality standards as
well as high economic value.
SCI has recently developed the first Non-Limited
Life and 30-year life aluminum lined cylinders
with CE approvals. This allows the added safety
of a seamless aluminum liner (Type 3) with
longer life value.
Additionally, SCI is now introducing the first composite cascade
tank for refilling SCBA’s as well as for many high pressure foam
applications. The new tank has a 5,000 PSI (350 Bar) working
pressure capacity.
SCI offers a wide range of valves for the non-metric thread port
designs, commonly used in the US, Canada and many parts of the
Middle East.
In addition to our SCBA cylinders, SCI is a major manufacturer of
Natural Gas and Hydrogen composite tanks for vehicles as well as a
large range of pressure vessels for aircraft, military and space
applications.
Structural Composites Industries will be exhibiting their
line of Fire Fighting cylinders including the newly introduced
products at FDIC Bahrain at Stand J33.
You can also learn more about SCI and the products they
manufacture at www.scicomposites.com, or contact in the US
William Clinkscales at wclinkscales@harsco.com, or in Europe
Edward Sands at esands@harsco.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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The ‘Cadillac’ of fire
gloves arrives at
FDIC Bahrain

David Southcombe/Jason Dutfield
Southcombe Brothers Ltd
Booth B16
FDIC BAHRAIN
Bahrain International Exhibition Centre
Southcombe Brothers Ltd
Tel: 01935 823567
Email: dms@southcombe.com

TFT champions
industrial
firefighting
equipment world
FDIC Bahrain – Question: Where can
the world’s finest firefighters handle
the world’s best firefighting equipment? Answer: Only at Task Force Tips’
(TFT) FDIC Bahrain booth.
TFT, the U.S. based international firefighting
equipment manufacturer, is showcasing
44
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to talk about our complete line of
advanced fire suppression tools, which
include:

SOUTHCOMBE

Described by one impressed fire fighter as
the ‘Cadillac’ of fire gloves, FireMaster
Ultra® by SOUTHCOMBE BROTHERS will
be available to view and buy at Booth B16,
FDIC Bahrain, 11-13 December 2007.
The FireMaster Ultra® gloves are made
with premium, high-end materials at every
stage. Designed for supreme heat and cut
resistance but still dextrous and lightweight, fire houses across the world have
been clamouring for test samples.
Made from Pyrohide® fire-resistant
grain leather, unique to Southcombe
Brothers, the gloves will not crack or warp
under extreme heat conditions. And this
amazing leather is not just fire-resistant, it
will repel chemicals, liquids and heat –
then dries soft and supple. Now supplying
over 80% of UK Fire Brigades, Southcombe Brothers, the specialist glove
manufacturer, is proud to announce that
the FireMaster Ultra® is fully NFPA 19712007 certified.
The gloves also use a Gore Crosstech™
membrane, Kevlar™ palm and finger
patches,
Kevlar™
blended
linings,
Kevlar™/Nomex™ cuffing (on wristlet
models only) and are stitched throughout
with Nomex™ thread.
Come and meet Southcombe Brothers
and try the FireMaster Ultra® and
other revolutionary hand protection
products at Booth B16, FDIC Bahrain,
11-13 December 2007. Or visit them at
www.southcombe.com.

•

many of the innovative industrial products
that packed its booth at FDIC Indianapolis
(the U.S.’s largest annual firefighting
show). Whether looking for patented easy
on/easy off large diameter suction hose
(that doesn’t leak), the industry’s favorite
inline eductor, or an all-in-one patented
portable foam system that allows one
firefighter to make 56,775 litres of foam in
21 minutes – TFT offers it.
Monitors? Nothing beats TFT’s portable
Blitzfire oscillating monitor with Automatic
Shut Off Valve. Stake it, set it, and flow up
to 2,000 LPM, sweeping 10, 15, or 20
degrees either side of center. Bigger? The
Protector 4,500 LPM fixed station monitor,
with 360° rotational ability, sports a
patented, direct waterway that wipes out
most friction loss. Bigger yet? Try the
remote controlled power of 5,700 LPM
with the new Typhoon Monitor RC. Or go
full force with the 7,600 LPM of Monsoon.
High Flow. Low friction loss. Optional
remote controls.
Nozzles? The QuadraFog is an economical, lightweight, selectable gallonage
20-150 LPM (25 mm) or 110-470 LPM
(38mm) favorite. Its counterpart, the
ThunderFog, delivers 110-750 or 360-950
LPM (38mm) of NFPA compliant power.
Automatic?
The
MidMatic
delivers
260-760 LPM NFPA compliant force. Dual
Pressure? NFPA compliant Mid-Force
weighs in with a 260-760 LPM punch. All
have optional foam jet attachments.
More? Come visit TFT’s booth J31.
Contact: Larry King
TFT VP International Sales
Tel: 219-548-4000
Email: lak@tft.com

The World’s Most
TechnicallyAdvanced Line of
Fire Service Pumps
Fire hasn’t changed – but the methods for
fighting it have. At Waterous, we not only
embrace this change, we propel it. Whatever it is your looking for, you can count
on Waterous to have it. Stop by booth H5

HL200/300
Specifically designed for international-style
fire vehicles, the compact, rear-mounted
simultaneous High/Low pressure series
pumps feature built-in high-pressure relief
valves for enhanced safety. Both models
are backed by an industry exclusive 5-year
warranty.
E604
The E604 Motor Pump brings together the
performance of a Waterous fire pump and
the power of a Folan V 290 2-cylinder,
4-cycle, liquid-cooled, engine. The E600
series is designed to EN14466:2005
specification. Its 30-liter capacity fuel tank
delivers 3-plus hours of operation.
ADVANTUS™ FOAM MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Advantus is the first and only foam
management system that employs four
specialized
sensors;
two
featuring
advanced conductivity-based technology,
one to measure flow and one to monitor
water temperature. This gives Advantus
the unique ability to continually monitor
the foam/water ratio and make automatic
adjustments on-the-fly for optimum foam
effectiveness with the least amount of
foam concentrate waste.
AQUIS™ FOAM PROPORTIONER
The right tool at the right price for the
right situation. Aquis is our scaled back
version of Advantus. While it does not
offer the same capabilities, Aquis holds its
own and stands out versus the competition. Featuring a Comet positive
displacement pump, microprocessor control head and Class A foam capabilities;
Aquis brings reliable foam management to
your apparatus.
ECLIPSE™
CAFS changes the way fires are attacked,
how quickly they can be extinguished and
limits the damage fires can inflict. No one
understands this better than Waterous.
We’ve led the charge in CAFS deployment
by developing the most advanced CAFS in
the industry.
CX
The Waterous CX pump is for those in
need of a tough, all-around, yet easy-touse single-stage end-suction pump easily
mounted on vehicles in need of midship
units. And because the CX is powered by a
PTO drive, it can also be front-mounted or
direct-driven. The CX features an industry
exclusive flame-plated impeller and is
backed by a category leading five-year
warranty.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Full Exhibitor List
Company Name

Booth Number

Company Name

ACS Firehouse Software

H8

MDM Publishing Ltd

AFI-ALAA for Industry

J16

MEFP – Middle East Fire Protection

Air Technology Solutions Inc

F36

Milestones Switchgears Pvt. Ltd.

Akron Brass Co

G8

Booth Number

C12
J7
1123

Mohammed Jalal & Sons W.L.L & Bronto Skylift

E2

Aljazeera Industrial Services

F22

MSA Middle East

H32

Alpha Fire Services WWL

C17

NAFFCO

G22

Amkus Rescue Systems

D11

National Foam

Arab Shipbuilding & Repair Yard Co. (ASRY)

B10

National Occupational Safety & Health Center

D18

PAB – Plastika Akrapovic Buzet

D27

Arabian East Training Centre

G6

Avon Protection

K23

Bapco

J36

Bauer Kompressoren Middle East

C16

Bhatia & Company (Bahrain) – Banz Group

B24

Blazemaster CPVC Fire Protection Systems

G36

Bodycote Testing Group Middle East

D9

Bristol Uniforms Ltd

H1

Brunswick Comm & Gov Products
Cutters Edge Fire Rescue Saws
Da Miano and Graham, Ltd
E-ONE Inc

K28
G2
G35
E6

F6

PAN GULF Fire Protection & Safety Co

G6

Paratech Inc

E40

Pentair Water Middle East

K18

Pierce Manufacturing Inc

K27

PSL

B18

ROC International

J22

RRC Middle East Ltd – Part of Rapid Result Collage

K1

Saudi Aramco – Fire Protection Department

K14

Scott Health & Safety Ltd

G14

Shaheen Group – Gulf Services

D6

Southcombe Brothers Ltd

B16

SPERIAN

H38

Structural Composites Industries (SCI)

J33

K18

Task Force Tips

J31

GFT General FireTech GmbH

K25

Ten Cate Protect

H6

Gimaex

H22

Texas Engineering Extension Service

C15

K32

The Fire Safety Engineering College

H2

E2V Technologies Ltd
Ferrara Fire Apparatus Inc
Flowtronix Ltd (FT)
Foam Pro/ Hypro

Industrial Fire Jounal/Fire & Rescue Magazine
Industrial Scientific Corporation
Interfron SpA
Khayber Trading Company W.L.L
LDV Inc.
LUKAS Hydraulik GmbH, A Unit of IDEX Corporation

46

C28
H14
H7

Tyco Fire & Security

F14

C25

UNR Fire Science Academy

C10

D12

W S Darley & Co

K24

D2

J2
K21

Waterous Company

H5

Y.K. Almoayyed

J37
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Universal Gold
The Preferred Choice for Fire Professionals Worldwide
1% x 3% AR-AFFF Firefighting Foam Concentrate
• The first and original 1% x 3% AR-AFFF listed since 1991.
• Meets requirements needed by Industrial, Municipal, and Marine Fire Services.
• Proven effective on many large and difficult tank fires.
• Excellent vapor suppression for many hazmat applications.
• Environmentally responsible formulation with no hazardous or
federally reportable substances.
• Extensive listings and approvals, unmatched by any other
foam concentrate.
• UL Listed
• FM Approved
• USCG Approved
• Last Fire Level One Pass

A UTC Fire & Security Company

National Foam
Tel (610) 363 1400
Fax (610) 524 9073
www.kidde-fire.com
RED ALERT ® Emergency Hotline
(1) 610 363 1400
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Pic courtesy of Dyne
Technologies

Testing Fire
Fighting Foam
Used in Marine
Applications
By Joan M. Leedy
President of Dyne
Technologies

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Most fire fighting foam users including marine applications fall under some
governing body that requires – or at least recommends – the user test the foam
on a regular basis to ensure foam quality.

O

ne example of these codes is the National
Fire Protection Association Standard on
Foam (NFPA11) which recommends annual
testing. The NFPA 11, 2005 edition, entitled
“Low-Medium-, and High-Expansion Foam” reads
as follows:
“At least annually, an inspection shall be made
of the foam concentrates and their tanks or storage containers for evidence of excessive sludging
or deterioration. Samples of concentrates shall be
sent to the manufacturer or qualified laboratory
for quality condition testing.”
Chapter 9 of NFPA 11 is exclusive to recommendations for Low-Expansion Foam Systems for
Marine Applications. The testing and inspection
recommendation in the Marine chapter refers
the user back to the NFPA statement above.

Furthermore, NFPA 11 states:
“The inspection shall include performance evaluation of the foam concentrate or premix solution
or both. Tests that deviate more than 10 percent
from those recorded in acceptance testing shall be
discussed immediately with the manufacturer.”
Other testing procedures covering marine testing
include the International Maritime Organization
MSC/Circ. 582 – the standard governing oil tankers
and the United States Coast Guard, Department of
Homeland Security 46CFR Shipping, subchapter D –
Tank Vessels 31.10-18 Inspection and Certification,
Firefighting equipment.
Similar to NFPA, the USCG requires periodic
testing of foam be completed annually. The IMO
specification requires foam be tested 3 years after
installation and then annually thereafter.
49
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Table 1 – Periodic Testing Requirements for Marine Applications

Frequency

Tests Required

Water

National Fire
Protection
Association
Standard on Foam
NFPA 11

United States Coast
Guard 49 CFR

International Marine
Organization

Annually

Annually

Three Years after
Installation and
Annually Thereafter

Quality Condition
Testing

“specific gravity, pH,
percentage of water
dilution, solid content
and certification as a
suitable firefighting foam”

Sedimentation – <0.25%
pH Value – 6.0 – 9.5
Volumic mass,
expansion, 25%
drain time – within
acceptable range of
type approval.

Not Specified

Not Specified

Sea Water

Table 1 compares the periodic testing required
by these three specifications. Of these three the
IMO specification specifically states the tests
required and the test result requirements. NFPA 11
and the USCG require the manufacturer or testing
laboratory to set the testing and pass/fail criteria.
In addition, the IMO specification requires the
foam concentrate to be stored for 24 hours at a
temperature of 60°C (140°F) prior to running the
sedimentation, expansion and drain time test.
Typically testing laboratories will perform a
series of tests including both physical properties
tests on the concentrate as well as performance

50

tests on the foam solution. The following is a list
of physical property tests that might be run on a
foam concentrate sample.
The refractive index of a liquid is a measure of
how much the speed of light is reduced as it
travels through the liquid. The refractive index
measurement can indicate whether the foam concentrate has been diluted or contaminated. The
refractive index is typically measured on synthetic
foam concentrates. It generally is ineffective on
protein foam concentrates because of the high
solids content.
The sedimentation test is run to ensure a

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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specific gravity or density. The density is the
weight of a given volume of a liquid. For a foam
concentrate with a density higher than the system
water, a decrease in the density can be a sign of
inadvertent dilution of the concentrate with water.
The concentrate density will vary depending on
the type and nominial concentration of the product. A typical density for a protein-based 3% foam
concentrate is 1.158 grams per milliliter while a
3% aqueous film-forming foam concentrate
would more likely be 1.030 grams per milliliter.
Figure 1 is an example of how the density might
change as a foam concentrate is diluted with the
system water. Because sea water has a higher
density (approximately 1.027 grams per milliliter)
than fresh water (1.00 grams per milliliter), the
system water must also be considered when
analyzing the change in density of a concentrate
over time. Note in the example in Figure 1 that
density of the AFFF does not change significantly

Pic courtesy of Dyne Technologies
minimal amount of sediment in the foam concentrate. The sediment level is determined by spinning
the sample in a centrifuge for a specified amount
of time. After spinning, the sediment collected at
the bottom of the centrifuge tube can be
examined and measured. The percent sediment by
volume can be calculated. Excessive sediment can
be a sign of contamination and/or deterioration.
Viscosity is a measurement that quantifies a
fluid’s resistance to flow. A maximum viscosity
level can ensure a foam concentrate will flow
successfully through a foam proportioning system.
An increase in viscosity can render the foam
ineffective simply because it will not flow through
the proportioning system and mix with the water.
pH is a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a
solution. The pH is measured for two reasons. A
neutral pH of 6 to 9.5 ensures the product will not
corrode the piping and tank in which it is stored.
Furthermore, a neutral pH may be required to
keep the foam ingredients mixed and in solution.
A pH outside of this range can cause an ingredient
to drop out of solution. For example, often times a
foam with a low pH, below 6, will also show a low
expansion because the chemicals in the foam that
cause foaming are adversely affected by this low
pH level.
The volumic mass can also be referred to as the

FOAM

FIGHTS

FIRE

We present a comprehensive range of high-performance and environment compatible fire fighting foam concentrates.
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE +49 ( 0 ) 40-7 36 16 80

Headquarters
Liebigstr. 5 · D-22113 Hamburg
Telephone +49 (0) 40-73 61 68-0
Telefax
+49 (0) 40-73 61 68-60
E-Mail: info@sthamer.com · www.sthamer.com

Branch Office
Königsteiner Str. 5 · D-01796 Pirna
Telephone +49 (0) 35 01-46 44 84 + 52 40 06
Telefax
+49 (0) 35 01-46 44 85

Pic courtesy of Dyne Technologies
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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The foam expansion is
often used to characterize
foam and to measure its
performance. The expansion ratio is the weight ratio
a given volume of foam
solution to that same volume of expanded foam. For
Protein Foam Sea
example, 1600 milliliters of
Water
fresh-water foam solution,
Protein Foam Fresh
prior to being expanded will
Water
weigh approximately 1600
AFFF Sea Water
grams. Once the foam is
expanded this same volume
AFFF Fresh Water
of foam may weigh only
200 grams. The expansion
in this example would be
1600 divided by 200 grams
or 8:1. The expansion ratio
does depend on many
variables including water
temperature, nozzle pressure
and nozzle configuration. In
addition, the type of water used will affect
expansion. Figure 3 shows the expansion ratio of
58 different foam concentrates measured both
with fresh water and with sea water. Of these 58

Figure 1 - Volumic Mass of Foam Concentrates VS
% Dilution in Fresh and Sea Water
1.18

Volumic Mass (Grams/cc)

1.16
1.14
1.12
1.1
1.08
1.06
1.04
1.02
1
0%

50%

100%

Dilution

as it is diluted with sea water because the density
of the AFFF and the sea water are very similar.
While the tests discussed so far are all physical
property tests completed on the foam concentrate, the remaining tests are all performance tests
run on the foam solution after it is mixed with
water. In order to run the performance tests, the
foam concentrate must be diluted with water at
the appropriate concentrate. A 3% foam concentrate must be diluted 3 parts foam concentrate to
97 parts water, while a 6% foam concentrate is
diluted 6 parts foam concentrate to 94 parts
water. The IMO specification requires that the
foam concentrate be mixed with sea water not
fresh water.
Surface tension, interfacial tension and spreading coefficient are measured to determine whether
or not a foam is a film-forming foam. A positive
spreading coefficient ensures the foam is a film
forming foam such as is described by the name
film forming fluoroprotein or aqueous film
forming foam. Though not required to effectively
extinguish a fire, the fire fighting capability of
foam may be enhanced by its ability to form a thin
water film on the surface of a non-water soluble
flammable liquid.

9

Foam Concentrate

8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
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Pic courtesy of Dyne Technologies

measurements, the sea water expansion was
0.66 expansion units or 8.9% less than the fresh
water expansion.
The 25% drain time is a measurement of how
much time it takes for 25% of the
weight of a given amount of foam to
Figure 2 - Foam Expansion - Fresh VS. Sea
drain back into a foam solution. This
Water
property is important because once
foam drains into a solution it is no
longer providing any fire extinguishing capabilities nor can it secure a
spill from ignition. As with foam
expansion, salt water can also reduce
the 25% drain time of a foam
solution. Figure 3 shows the drain
Foam Exp. 3% Fresh
time value of these same 58 foam
Water
concentrates when mixed with both
Foam Exp. 3% Sea
fresh and sea water. On average, the
Water
drain time was 41 seconds or 9.2%
faster when the foam concentrate
was mixed with sea water than with
fresh water.
Because typical marine applications use sea water and not fresh
0
20
40
60
80
water for foam dilution and genExpansion
eration, it can be important in these
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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t
omtec

Fire Fighting Foams & Equipment

Manufacturer of high quality foam concentrates
and foam equipment
www.fomtec.com

Quality products and customer support from
the true independent alternative. We supply
customers around the world. Visit our web
page WWW.FOMTEC.COM

DAFO FOMTEC AB P.O Box 683 SE-135 26 Tyresö Sweden
Phone: +46 8 506 405 66 Fax: +46 8 506 405 29
E-mail: info@fomtec.com Web: www.fomtec.com

t
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specification is that it requires a positive spreading coefficient thus limiting
use to film forming foams. It is also
important to point out that the USCG
does not simply approve foams but a
600
foam system. Thus the foam quality of
the small scale fire test nozzle must
500
match the foam quality of the full scale
equipment and an additional com400
ponent of the specification would be
25% Drain Time Fresh
ensuring the foam will proportioning
Water
300
correctly through the equipment. Also
25% Drain Time Sea
worth noting is the USCG specification
Water
requires a foam to initially be listed by
200
Underwriters Laboratory through the
specification UL 162. UL 162 is a
100
complete specification in and of itself
and includes requirements for foam
0
quality, fire tests, and storage tests in
0
20
40
60
80
addition to other test requirements.
Sample Number
This paper discusses only three
specifications that apply to marine
applications to test the foam with sea water.
applications – NFPA, USCG and IMO. Other specifiThough the expansion and drain time of all foams
cations may apply depending on the jurisdiction.
may not be adversely affected by salt water, many
All of these specifications are designed to ensure
are. By testing the concentrate with the water
the foam used on board ships will perform effecused in the application – fresh or sea – perfortively. To ensure safety, consider the following:
● Fully assess the hazard on board and make sure
mance during a crisis situation is better assured.
In addition to periodic testing of foam stored
the foam is designed to handle the hazard i.e.,
on-board ship, specifications often require the
if polar solvents are on board, purchase a polar
foam be “Type Tested” prior to being used for a
solvent foam.
● Purchase foam that will meet the applicable
marine application. Type testing would require the
foam manufacturer to have the brand and type of
specifications and make sure the foam has
foam tested by an independent testing agency
been tested by an independent testing agency.
● Request a certificate of analysis from the manuprior to use and is typically valid as long as the
formulation or specification have not changed. All
facturer for the lot of foam purchased. If available
three marine standards – NFPA, USCG and IMO
the C of A will provide a baseline for many of
require that a foam concentrate initially complete
the physical and performance properties.
● Test the foam when it is first installed to make
and pass a testing protocol (type testing) prior to
use on board ship.
sure the system will proportion it properly.
● Complete periodic testing of the foam system
Table 2 outlines the type test requirements for
each of these specifications. The USCG and NFPA
and the foam concentrate.
● Maintain records of all testing completed to
tests are the same. All three specifications require
IFF
similar fire tests. The major difference in the IMO
monitor changes and trends.
Drain Time (Minutes)

Figure 3 - 25% Drain Time - Fresh VS. Sea
Water

Table 2 – Type Testing Requirements for Marine Applications

Tests On Foam Concentrate

Tests On Foam Solution

NFPA and USCG 49

IMO

None

Freeze Thawing
Heat Stability
Sedimentation
Kinematic Viscosity
pH
Volumic Mass

Expansion
25% Drain Time

Spreading
Coefficient >0
Expansion
25% Drain Time

Both Fresh and Sea Water

All Mixed with Sea Water
Joan M. Leedy is President
of Dyne Technologies – ISO
9000:2001 compliance
testing laboratory
Member of the NFPA
Committee on Foam
Standards Technical Panel
Member for Foam at
Underwriters Laboratory
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(100
Gasoline
Two Sea Water
Two Fresh Water

9.29m2 (100 ft2)
Gasoline Fire
Sea Water

Additional Requirements

Listed by Underwriters Laboratory

None

Polar Solvents

For Use on Polar Solvents – Foam
Concentrate must pass applicable
UL 162 Fire Tests (50 ft2)

Polar Solvent Use
Not Mentioned

Fire Tests

9.29m2

ft2)
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World Leading Innovation
Leading the way in environmentally
responsible fire fighting foam
technology

Widest Choice, Highest
Quality
Complete range of internationally
approved protein and synthetic
based agents from the world’s
largest foam manufacturer

24 Hour Emergency
Hotline
Phone +44 (0) 15242 61166 for
emergency delivery to major
incident sites world wide

www.angusfire.co.uk
ANGUS FIRE . THAME PARK ROAD . THAME . OXFORDSHIRE . OX9 3RT . UK . T: +44 (0)1844 265000 . F: +44 (0)1844 265156

810t IFP/Skum/0507 FPB
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Foam fire fighting systems we’ve got it covered
When quick reactions under extreme stress are

Typical high risk applications

needed, it matters that the tools to deliver are both
unquestionably reliable and specifically designed for

• Petro-chemical - Oil terminal;
Storage tank protection; Bund protection

the task. If you fight fire fast with the right combination
of product and delivery system, you can save lives,
critical assets and scarce resources.

• Marine - Tankers; Machinery spaces;
Ferries; Offshore support and
Fire fighting vessels

Skum brings over 70 years of invaluable expertise to
fire fighting. Backed by a programme of continuous

• Aviation - Hangars; Helidecks;

research and development, Skum has an enviable
reputation at the forefront of fire fighting technology

• Industry - Sprinkler

Crash vehicles

systems; Foam spray deluge
systems; Medium/high
expansion foam systems

and is renowned worldwide for its quality and
™

innovation. Innovations such as Hot Foam systems
for enclosed spaces or the unique FJM corrosion free

• Power Generating Plants -

monitor.

In short, Skum has it covered.

Systems for aircraft hangars

Transformers; Cable tunnels;
Conveyors; Coal bunkers

Systems for high risk sites

HotFoam™ systems for
enclosed areas

Skum 70 years of exceptio nal reliability
For further information, please contact:
Tyco Safety Products,
Le Pooleweg 5, 2314 XT Leiden, Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)71 5419 415 Fax: +31 (0)71 5417 330
E-mail: tspmarketing.emea@tycoint.com
Web: www.skum.com
HotFoam is a trademark of a subsidiary of Tyco Holdings (UK) Ltd.

Copyright © A subsidiary of Tyco Holdings (UK) Ltd.
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Angus Water Spray
System. Pic courtesy of
Angus Fire

Fires in Tanks of
Hydrocarbons
By J. C. Jones
Department of
Engineering
University of Aberdeen
j.c.jones@
eng.abdn.ac.uk
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We are still not very far in time from the Buncefield accident, which was a
subject of a previous article in this periodical.1 The present article deals with
selected aspects of fires in tanks of flammable liquids and starts with a fairly
recent case study, that at Glenpool Oklahoma in 2003 storage where an ignition
source is believed to have been provided by static electricity. The behaviour of
such liquids once ignited, after extinguishment procedures have begun, will then
be discussed and again use will be made of case studies.
Electrostatic effects as an ignition
source
t Glenpool a tank previously having held
gasoline was being filled with diesel.
Guidelines apply when such a change is
taking place, and these include avoidance of
splashing and of excessive flow speeds or other
mechanically vigorous operations which could lead
to the creation of charge. What might have
happened at Glenpool is that charge was created
in the diesel which ignited residual vapours from
the gasoline previously contained in the tank.
Though none is a ‘conductor of electricity’ in
the conventional sense, petroleum fractions do
differ significantly from each other in their electrical conductivities and this is a factor in handling
and storage safety as static electricity can provide
an ignition source as happened at Glenpool. There
are two ways in which such effects can be
prevented. One is to raise the conductivity of the

A

fuel itself by incorporating a fuel conductivity
improver, aka. a static dissipater additive, thereby
enabling accidentally created static electricity to be
dispersed and avoiding creation of a spark. This is
common for aircraft turbine fuels (ATF). When
crude oil is refined sulphur concentrates in the
higher boiling fractions. Diesel has the highest
boiling range of all the atmospheric distillates and
so tends to be high in sulphur. The sulphur
content can be reduced by hydrotreating fairly
straightforwardly, but such treatment tends to
reduce the electrical conductivity thereby exacerbating the static electricity hazard. A fuel
conductivity improver is in such circumstances
necessitated. One such having found application
to hydrotreated diesel has amongst its ingredients
dodecylbenzenesulphonic acid and an amine
polymer.
An alternative or complementary approach to
the use of a fuel conductivity improver is the use
57
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Angus Storage Tank
Bund Foam Pouring
System. Pic courtesy of
Angus Fire

Concentrate on foam;

we do ...
...protein fire fighting foams
Choosing the right foam concentrate for your particular
application can be a bewildering process due to the wide
variety of products available in the market. So how can you
be certain to make the right choice? You buy from a
reputable manufacturer with the experience and expertise to
deliver reliable fire protection products to a market that
demands the best. You can be certain if, when you need a
protein based foam agent, you choose Sabo Foam.
Sabo Foam provides professional fire fighters with a full range
of protein based fire fighting agents, including durable, filmforming products for use with polar solvent fires. Cost
effectiveness is finely balanced with fire fighting performance
to ensure quality is not compromised.
Part of the global family of Tyco Fire & Security foam agents,
Sabo Foams are designed to safeguard life and property when
it counts – in a crisis. We concentrate on foam – so you don’t
have to.

For further information, please contact: Tyco Safety Products,
Via Caravaggi, 24040 Levate, Bergamo, Italy.
Tel: +39 035 2057011 Fax: +39 035 4549005
E-mail: tspmarketing.emea@tycoint.com
Web: www.sabofoam.com
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of anti-static paints. Such a paint on the inside of
a tank will ensure that any incipient electrical
charge there is conducted away so that spark
formation is precluded. The term ‘static dissipative’
is sometimes applied to anti-static paints.
Anti-static paints are often epoxy based. Some
anti-static paints are for use not in storage vessels
but for walls and ceilings where hydrocarbon
vapour hazards exist and these too can be epoxy
based. Where walls and floors are coated with
anti-static paint earthing is necessary and this
might take place naturally through the building
structure if there are steel supports, otherwise
intentional connection to earth will be necessary
as part of the protection process.

Boilover, frothover and slopover
Once a fire has begun in a tank of flammable
liquid fire fighting can be made more difficult by
these effects. Boilover is the result of instability
within the liquid brought about by contaminant
water which, being denser than the fuel, will be at
the base of a storage vessel. Nucleate boiling (as
opposed to film boiling) of water occurs when the
temperature is above the boiling point of water
but below that of the organic phase with which it
is in contact which therefore acts as a heater
surface. A stage is reached where all such water
evaporates and becomes superheated. The effect
of the vapour on exiting the liquid is similar to that
of placing a stirrer in the liquid, enhancement of
burning rate and possible loss of containment so
that the liquid fire is extended to sites outside the
vessel. In August 1983 there was a refinery fire in
Milford Haven, Wales, in which boilover occurred
to a dramatic degree. The fire began in a tank
containing crude oil. The tank had an internal
floating roof which some hours into the fire broke
up and sank. Later boilover occurred and some of
the oil exiting the tank as a result ascended to
heights of hundreds of meters. It therefore spread
widely on descent, and the fire which ensued
occupied an estimated 1.5 hectare. Fire fighters
had set up a water curtain around the tank which
was on fire. This technique uses an aqueous spray
issuing from a nozzle at a wide angle. Fire fighting
nozzles are available which provide for such water
release or for a straight stream depending on
adjustment.
An earlier case study involving boilover which
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has gained some notice and attention amongst
experts is that at Niigata, Japan in 1964. Crude oil
at the refinery ignited during an earthquake, and
boilover contributed to the involvement of other
tanks of crude oil in the fire.
A milder effect that boilover having the same
cause is spillage of liquid over the tank walls to the
outside, known as frothover. A suitable foam can
be directed at a tank fire displaying frothover.
Aqueous film-forming foams (AFFF) have been so
applied. Expansion of these for use can be
enhanced by use of an aspirated nozzle. There was
significant frothover at a fire involving crude oil fire
in Newport OH in 1986 and this was controlled by
application of foam. An alternative to foam is the
digging of a temporary trench close to the tank or
erection of a makeshift wall in order to prevent
liquid having ‘frothed out’ from spreading.
It is possible for an effect akin to boilover to
occur if extinguishment water enters a burning
liquid. Water having so entered the tank will evaporate and the presence of the vapour destabilises
the bulk fluid. Slopover is less vigorous than
boilover and, as with frothover, control can often
be achieved by the use of foams.
There are a number of other well documented
cases of boilover and related effects in hydrocarbon
liquid fires. For example, in Trieste Italy in 1972
there was sabotage of pipe work at a tank of
crude oil at a refinery. The internal floating roof of
the tank eventually failed (as happened at the
Milford Haven accident previously described) and
boilover resulted.
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Angus Base Injection
Foam System. Pic
courtesy of Angus Fire
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Storage Tank Bund
Protection System
featuring Angus Niagara
Medium Expansion Bund
Pourer. Pic courtesy of
Angus Fire

A further case study
This piece began with a discussion of an incident
in Glenpool Oklahoma in 2003. Several operators
have tanks at Glenpool and in 2006 there was an
incident involving a tank having different ownership from that in the 2003 incident though
positioned quite close to it. The affected tank in
the 2006 fire was holding gasoline. There was no
spread to nearby tanks. Removal of fuel from the
tanks via pipes from it took place during the fire,
and fuel was diverted either to other tanks at the
site or to distant locations by pipeline. As well as
mitigating the possible effects of the fire this had
the benefit that most of the fuel in the tank was
retrieved and financial losses thereby reduced.
Future fuels
Increasingly diesel is being replaced by biodiesel as
carbon dioxide reduction targets are having to be
met. Most biodiesels have better conductivities
than mineral diesel and do not require a fuel conductivity improver. For any which might those
which have been developed for mineral diesel are
effective. Where biodiesel and mineral diesel are
blended the biodiesel itself acts as a fuel conductivity improver. So the replacement of diesel with
biodiesel appears to have the bonus of enhanced
storage safety at least in terms of static electricity.
Nevertheless, as biodiesels have increased in
importance they have not done so without mishap.
At a biodiesel plant in Bakersfield CA in 2006 there
60

was a fire involving methanol. This is widely used as
a reagent in biodiesel preparation, as esterification
with methanol is a means of raising the cetane
number of a biodiesel. The cause of ignition is
believed to have been static electricity as in the
2003 Glenpool accident. There was total destruction of the building. Much of the chemical inventory
– methanol and unprocessed biodiesel – was in
railcars at the plant at the time the fire began so it
was possible to move it to safety. In the same year
there was a fire involving biodiesel in Salem Oregon.
The fire occurred in a barn where a small business
manufacturing and storing biodiesel for sale to rural
consumers was based. Biodiesel had been stored in
small containers and there was also methanol for
use as a reagent. On being sent to the fire the fire
fighters thought that on arrival they would simply
be extinguishing a blaze at a barn. Once there they
found a fire much more powerful than any which
the building alone could have caused.
In terms of fuel for spark ignition engines,
ethanol or blends of it with gasoline are becoming
more and more prevalent. This will have an
obvious spin-off in fire fighting at storage
situations: foams suitable for hydrocarbons are
often not suitable for oxygenated hydrocarbons
IFF
which require ‘alcohol resistant’ foams.

Reference
1. Jones J.C. ‘The Buncefield Oil Depot Explosion’
International Fire Fighter February 2006 pp. 49-52.
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Decontamination
Technologies
By Mark Whitcher

For the first time one of the world’s leading manufacturers and designers of
decontamination technology, is able to offer the fire and emergency services of
the world, who form the core of its customer base, a choice of inflatable or
reticulated frame decontamination showers for use at chemical spillage incidents.

Managing Director,
Professional Protection
Systems

U
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ntil now frame technology has been associated
only with the largest mass decontamination
units. Also these mass units are now available
in a hybrid form – as inflatables with all the rigidity
of a metal frame product. Add to this new developments in decontaminating foams, for the treatment
of entire buildings or vehicles as well as the
introduction of the ultimate in personal safety, an
individual decontamination escape kit, and some
idea of the distance this sector has travelled since
my company introduced the first practical inflatable
decontamination unit in 1996 becomes clear.
There is no question of the metal frame type
replacing the inflatable decontamination shower
however, it is rather a question of expanding
customer choice. Indeed the inflatable unit remains
the choice of the UK’s National Health Service. The
first inflatable shower was launched for the specific
purpose of attendance at chemical spillage and
other hazmat incidents to decontaminate both PPE
and casualties. Since then it has evolved dramatically,
its effectiveness being regularly enhanced by design
changes dictated by end-user experience in the
field. The great attraction of the inflatable unit is
that it provides a highly effective, easily transported
and rapidly deployed system for a relatively low
price, and is now a familiar sight at incidents world
wide from Helsinki to Hong Kong.
Formerly reserved for mass decontamination
units the reticulated frame concept is now available
designed for hazmat decontamination. Like the
bigger units they can be erected and ready for
action in as little as two or three minutes by just

two people and without the need for an electricity
supply or an inflation device. Their structural integrity
is considerable and tests to destruction show that
they remain functional even if 30% of the framework is damaged or missing. Even entry level units
in this range include an integrated shower requiring
no installation plus internal and external contaminant containment and a UV stabilised fire retardant
and chemical resistant top canopy to provide
natural ambient light. They are manufactured from
break and tear resistant material that is also
impervious to degradation from extremes of heat
and cold, oil or mildew as well as being flame
resistant.
The decision to create an inflatable offering the
rigidity of a metal structure was made with user
budgets in mind. The key feature of the hybrid is a
robust inflatable frame made from natural rubber
which provides a similar rigidity to the metal frame
type. This is covered by a yellow removable reinforced
lightweight PVC outer canopy with a lightweight
inner liner made from a reinforced PVC material
with a PU coating. There was a gap in the market
for a unit of this type. People recognise the high
performance values of the articulated metal type
but some find it rather costly. What is now offered
is a design close to metal performance but at a
lower price. On one hand the hybrid can handle
large numbers of ambulant or non-ambulant casualties, offering undress and redress cells as well as
decontamination sections, on the other units for the
decontamination of single PPE users. It also has all
the deployment characteristics of the metal frame
63
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or conventional inflatables being ready for action in
less than two minutes.
One of the latest developments in decontamination is a foam product designed for use on buildings
or vehicles. Developed in the US this product known
as EasyDECON™DF200 and is capable of killing or
neutralising a broad range of WMD contaminants.
Also because of its unique chemical structure it can
be used on practically anything. The product is
particularly suitable for the decontamination of
structures as it has the unique ability to adhere to
vertical and inverted surfaces where it creates a
foam blanket to maintain the required contact time
between agent and decontamination formulation.
EasyDECON™DF200 has the added virtue of being
non-corrosive and its use adds no environmental
load to the appropriate clean-up operation. Kill time
ranges from a few minutes to half an hour depending on environment and prevailing conditions.
When used with dedicated application equipment even coverage is achieved, maximising contact
time and suppressing any reaction from the agent
being treated whilst decontamination takes place.
The most obvious major feature of this new
system being is that it does not use water. Water has
been at the central element in all decontamination
technologies until now. Essentially what water does
is to move contaminant from one place to another.
If its protective clothing or human casualties you are
decontaminating the subjects, and the arena of
operations are small enough for contaminated
water to be contained somewhere and disposed of.
But with a vehicle you start to have problems and
with a building it becomes just about impossible to
use successfully. This product is the answer.
Where a relatively small scale deployment is
required a back pack facility is available. This is deal
for use at nuclear power plants, pharma companies,
petro-chemical facilities, similar process operations
as well as military installations. A fixed site decontamination system is also available to undertake
interior and exterior building decontamination,
hazmat and fire response, cargo and infrastructure
protection and decontamination at airports, seaports,
roads and runways, amongst other possibilities. It is
not just the macro decontamination problem that
has been addressed recently however. On the micro
level an individual decontamination escape kit has
been developed. Its most innovative feature is a
revolutionary decontamination spray that its US
developers claims makes the user proof against
SARS, Avian Flu, H5N1, Anthrax, Ecoli, Mustard Gas
64

(HD),Sarin (GB) and Soman (GD)
amongst other things. This personal
incident
decontamination
spray
besides being highly effective in
killing biological and naturalising
chemical agents is safe and environmentally friendly. The dispenser
consists a three component decontamination fluid which when activated
combine and react to neutralise
biological and chemical agents. As
an example the activate spray
registered a 99.99999% kill rate in
30 minutes or less when applied to
the Anthrax pathogen which is one
of the most difficult to kill. This spray
has a two year shelf life.
The rest of the kit consists of a
hood style respirator, suit with
integral booties, hazmat over-boots
and gloves, all enclosed in a hardsided water tight case or executive
holdall. Suit, boots and gloves are
approved for use with WMD agents and the hood
complies with military standards. The respirators
allow for filtration of particulates down to 0.3
microns with 99.9997% efficiency and each filters
lasts for 30 minutes. The kit comes in sizes small to
extra large.
Whilst the focus tends to be on the decontamination technology the importance of the correct
operative PPE should not be overlooked. What is
believed to be the first range of protective suits
specifically for decontamination incidents has
recently been developed. There are four in the
range. The first is designed as an incident control
suit, the second is a full decontamination suit, the
third is an NBC escape suit and the fourth is for
training purposes. The training suit is necessary
because the “front line” suits in any decontamination range are, as a matter of necessity, of limited
life and it would not be economic to use them in a
training situation. The training suit simulates all the
wearing characteristics of the others but at a
fraction of the price. Made from lightweight PVC
and clearly marked “training suit” this unit is a
simple one piece with an optically clear PVC visor
and a standard non-gas tight zip across the chest. It
features an internally worn air blower system.
In recent years, with the growing sophistication
of decontamination technologies and the increasing
awareness of the threats they are intended to
counter great and greater emphasis has been
placed on training. Great importance has been
placed by major manufacturers like my own company on developing training programmes jointly with
the users of their equipment. These include tabletop
and group discussion along with practical exercises
designed around the individual users specific needs.
A wide range of accessories has also been developed that enables the creation of highly customised
full operational systems. The range and choice of
accessories has become so sophisticated that my
company has set up a special department devoted
to sourcing and recommending the most appropriate in terms of both performance and cost terms to
the individual customer. The thinking behind this is
based on the fact that whether they be managers or
practitioners end users have neither the skill or time
to act as purchasing experts as well as doing
their daytime job. This has to be the job of the
manufacturer in an area which is fast becoming,
because of the exigency that drives it, a model of
end-user- manufacturer co-operation that those in
IFF
other sectors would envy.
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LED – STROBE – HALOGEN LIGHTBARS + BEACONS + DIRECTIONAL WARNING LIGHTS
LED PROGRAMMABLE MESSAGE SIGNS + SIREN SYSTEMS + SCENE AND FLOOD LIGHTING

‘Realistic,
Affordable,
Innovative
Fire Training
Solutions’
- Fire Behaviour
- Multi Trainers inc
• Fire Behaviour
• BA Training
• High Rise
• Basement
• Multi Access
• Confined Space
• Ladder Access
• PPV
(offensive/Defensive)

- Leasing & Maintenance
Packages to Suit.
- Mobile Training Units.
- Model Policy/Procedure
Risk Assessments
- Aviation Trainers
Transitional Fire Ltd. Training solutions
designed by fire fighters in conjunction
with our dedicated engineers to provide the
most detailed realistic training systems
available to meet today’s modern Fire
Service Training requirements.
Web Site: www.transitionalfire.com
E-mail:info@transitionalfire.com
Tel: 01404 811799
Mob: 0781 481 3475
Mob: 07876 444121
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The protective fire safety on airports is generally considered to be one of the most complex
and greatest challenges for the fire services – and thus also for all manufacturers of fire fighting
vehicles. IVECO MAGIRUS offers a world-wide unique product range for holistically covering
all potential hazards that must be met on airports.
With the airport crash tender range DRAGON x4, x6 and x8, IVECO MAGIRUS offers three
variants in this “top of the range” category, that will meet even the most specific requirements.
The IMPACT series, with the variants x4 and x6, is the ideal completion to the DRAGON range
or even a cost-effective alternative, e.g. for smaller airports.

www.iveco-magirus.de

Fire fighting is a red-hot job –
only the best will do for you.

IVECO MAGIRUS
FIREFIGHTING GMBH
MAGIRUSSTRASSE 16
D-89077 ULM
FAX +49 7 31/4 08-24 10

LOHR MAGIRUS
FEUERWEHRTECHNIK GMBH
HÖNIGTALER STRASSE 46
A-8301 KAINBACH/GRAZ
FAX + 43 31 33 / 20 77-31

IVECO MEZZI SPECIALI SPA.
VIA S. POLO 31
I-25124 BRESCIA
FAX + 39 (0) 30/23 93-2 68

CAMIVA S.A.
689, AVENUE DE CHAMBÉRY
F-73230 SAINT-ALBAN-LEYSSE
FAX + 33 479/70 54 40

magirus@iveco.com

lohr@iveco.com

ivecomezzispeciali-i@iveco.com

contact@camiva.com
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Typical application to
LPG storage vessels.
Pic by kind permission of
ASFP member Cafco
International

You Better
Bleve It!
What Are The Fire Protection
Options For LPG Storage Vessels?
By The Association
for Specialist Fire
Protection (ASFP)

When sealed vessels of liquefied gases such as bullet tanks or spheres are
accidentally exposed to, and enveloped by fire, a BLEVE can occur. The results
can be appalling and any person responsible for the fire-proofing of any such
structure should be fully aware of what standards exist and what remedies are
available.

I

f BLEVE is a new term to you, it stands for
Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion. As a
vessel’s external temperature increases, vapour is
generated inside causing the internal pressure to
increase rapidly. During this process, the wall
temperature rises in the empty part of the tank or
sphere, gradually weakening its strength. Eventually the increased internal pressure exceeds the
strength of the wall. At this point the vessel will
rupture releasing superheated liquid which
expands and vaporises in seconds adding further
fuel to the fire and resulting in a fireball that is
likely to cause catastrophic damage. This can also
occur even when a pressure relief valve has been
activated to vent the vessel.
In order to reduce the risk of a BLEVE, the
vessel’s wall temperature must be kept at a certain
level, for a set period of time, in order to prevent

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

rupture and allow the fire to be extinguished.
The UK Health and Safety Executive document
HS/G34 ‘The Storage of LPG at Fixed Installations’
provides guidance for the fire protection of
horizontal vessels and spheres. The document
states ‘LPG storage vessels threatened by fire
should be kept sufficiently cool to prevent vessel
failure. This protection can be achieved by the
discharge of water on to the vessels at a rate
sufficient to maintain an adequate film of water
over the surface of the vessels and supports’. The
document also notes that ‘vessels may also be
protected from radiant heat by burial, mounding,
or other methods such as insulating coatings
providing an equivalent standard of protection to
adequate water drench systems (i.e. monitors or
fixed sprays) can be achieved. Where these
methods are used, water for fire protection need
67
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Wet applied and cast
fire protection to
storage vessels carried
out for Nexen Petroleum
(UK) Ltd. Pic by kind
permission of ASFP
member Aaronite
Services Ltd

not be provided except for the unprotected
manholes on underground or mounded vessels’.
Other standards and codes can also apply,
notably the American Petroleum Institute publications API 2510, API 2510A and API 2218.
Work carried out by several companies, together
with the Health and Safety Executive, has
established that the application of 9.8 litres of
water, per square metre, per minute, is sufficient
to protect a vessel from the effects of a pool fire or
the radiant heat from a nearby fire. In the event of
a fire, water drench systems are activated either
automatically or manually and in view of this,
consideration has to be given to the time lag
between the fire breaking out and the actual
activation of the system.
Water drench systems therefore consume large
amounts of water; for example a 23 metre diameter
sphere would require approximately 310,000 litres
of water per hour, excluding any additional water
that might be required to protect any adjacent
vessels or structure or for fire fighting. If the fire has
spread from a nearby location, there is also the
possibility that the water drench system may have
already been damaged and thus may not work
effectively when activated. Water drench systems
require regular maintenance to ensure that piping is
in good condition and that nozzles are not blocked,
which might lead to insufficient water being applied
to some areas of the vessel thus causing ‘hot spots’
and possibly premature failure in these areas.
Burial or mounding fire protection techniques
can also be effective as the fire is unable to engulf
the vessel. With this type of fire, however, protection inspection and maintenance of the vessel and
its ancillary systems is often difficult. Small leaks, in
pipe-work for instance, can prove impossible to
detect. Ground water can pose problems for the
vessel through corrosion and ‘floating’, while earth
movement may also cause damage.
Passive fire protection products (referred to as
insulating coatings in HS/G34), such as those
based on cementitious or intumescent technology,
can also be used to protect vessels. They offer
many benefits; the main one being that the fire
protection is not reliant on a system that requires
activation either automatically or manually. If properly applied by experienced installers, passive fire
protection products require little maintenance and
thus their through-life cost is low.
Passive fire protection products for vessel
protection, those that follow a hydrocarbon fire
time temperature curve, are fire tested to different
68

standards to their counterparts in the
commercial building industry. And
they need to be! In hydrocarbon tests
fire temperatures of 1100°C are
reached within 5 minutes, whereas in
cellulosic fire tests (those used for
commercial buildings) the temperature
will only rise to 500-600°C in the
same time period. Hydrocarbon
standards/tests include BS476: Part
20; 1987 Appendix D, Underwriters
Laboratory 1709, Factory Mutual
Standard ‘Fire Protection Coatings for
LP Gas Steel Storage Vessels and
Process Structures’ and the Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate ‘H’ Class Test.
In addition to the above tests, many
of the hydrocarbon rated passive fire
protection products have also been successfully
tested and proved to withstand torch fires. Such
fires may occur in a hydrocarbon processing facility
when a gas line ruptures and causes a high intensity fire to impinge upon a very small area of a vessel
or structure. The durability of hydrocarbon rated
passive protection products is of a very high level
and has been demonstrated both by accelerated
testing and by actual installations that date back to
the mid 1970s. Explosion testing, has proved that
these materials will remain on the substrate and
stay in place to withstand any fire that may follow.
In summary, the engineer has a choice when
considering how to provide fire protection to LPG
vessels, with all systems having their plusses and
minuses. Provided they are properly installed and
maintained all systems will help to avoid a BLEVE. If
in any doubt with regard to design, further advice
should be obtained from the relevant Government
IFF
Agency, Trade Association or manufacturer.
The ASFP is located at Association House,
99 West Street, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7EN
Tel: 01252 739142
Fax: 01252 739140
Email: info@associationhouse.org.uk
Website: www.asfp.org.uk

Intumescent moulding technology to provide
fire protection to a Rotork electronic valve
actuators. Pic by kind permission of ASFP
member Fire Protection Coatings Ltd
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Fire fighting helmets
and thermal imaging
cameras

Weighing only 750g with the ability to adapt the
camera to suit individual requirements, the S2 takes
hand held and hands free technology even further.

S2
Our cutting-edge technology brings you the
smallest fire fighting thermal imaging camera

Half the size of the original
SoloVision and the lightest
fire fighting TIC in the world
The SOLOvision S2 can be used as a hands-free unit or it can be hung
over the neck like a pair of binoculars using the neck strap. It is the
lightest and smallest thermal imaging camera in the World. It is suitable
for use with all known breathing apparatus and gas masks. As an all
round camera with the capability to monitor for fire / search and rescue of
victims, there is no better camera for the job.

Specification:

Optional upgrades available soon:

• Direct temperature measurement

• Graphical User Interface for
setting up the camera

with box indicator to show the
measured area

• Worlds first mission profiling
imager

• Scene colourisation with user
settable colour scheme

• Frame capture and storage

• Time and date on the display

• Digital zoom

• Battery level indicator

• Ambient temperature
measurement

• Customisable start up screen

• Integrated Internal Battery

Our lightest and
smallest, long
wavelength infrared
camera core

• Video capture and storage

don’t go it alone
go with solo
Agencies worldwide. For full details or to arrange a demonstration with a GB Solo
representative contact - GB Solo Ltd. Tel: +44 (0)1609 881855
• Fax: +44 (0)1609 881103 • email: sales@gbsolo.co.uk • www.gbsolo.co.uk

British Design Council
award for innovation
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Don’t Learn by
Accident
The Importance of Training

By Sarah Ursulan
Communications
Coordinator
BW Technologies by
Honeywell
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Recently, a group of contractors were at a petrochemical facility in the United
States. Their portable single gas detectors began to alarm, showing dangerous
levels of hydrogen sulphide (H2S). Knowing that there was no H2S present in the
facility, the contractors continued to work. An eventual investigation into the
incident showed that the contractors were being exposed to sulfur dioxide (SO2).
Their detectors were alarming because of the cross-sensitivity reaction of the H2S
sensor to SO2.

A

lthough none of the contractors perished,
the incident could have been potentially
deadly. With proper training, the workers
would have reacted to the alarm situation without
analyzing why their monitors were going into
alarm. However, believing that proper training and
procedures would be paramount at all facilities
would be a complacent misconception. Despite
large profits, many companies neglect the training
of their workers, contractors and visitors. Inadequate training in all areas of gas detection, can
easily lead to serious accidents, even fatalities.
Training is an integral part of safety. Providing a
worker with a gas detector and showing them the

area in which they will work is not a recipe for
success. Without educating workers on how to
properly use all necessary personal protective
equipment (PPE), safety training and the importance of procedures, employees and facilities can
always be at risk.

Unless you know what to protect
yourself from . . .
If you are not aware of the dangers present in the
workplace, you cannot protect yourself from
them. Education on the theory of gas detection is
an important start. Industries that entail confined
space entry can be very different from each other,
71
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even though the four most common hazards are
oxygen deficiency, hydrogen sulphide, carbon
monoxide and methane. For example confined
space entry in aircraft fuel tanks presents the danger of jet fuel while in wineries and breweries, the
threat of carbon dioxide presents an additional
danger. Training workers on the hazards specific to
their application and industry increases the safety
of staff and the facility.
Understanding the symptoms of exposure is significant after learning which toxic hazards may be
present in the work environment. The misconception that hydrogen sulphide (H2S) always smells
like rotten eggs can be potentially deadly. At low
concentrations, H2S does smell of rotten eggs,
however at 20 to 30 parts per million (ppm), sense
of smell is deadened by paralysing the respiratory
centre of the brain and olfactory nerve. If workers
are relying on sense of smell to alert them to the
danger of H2S, levels may reach deadly concentrations. With proper training, an understanding of

dure and training were both at fault for the accident. With basic hazard recognition training and
portable gas detectors, workers could have been
alerted to the dangerous atmosphere. The lack of
proper policies and procedure were also to blame.

Rules
The tragedy at the Sullivan Mine illustrates the
importance of having strictly enforced policies and
procedures that all employees and contractors are
made aware of repeatedly. The owners of the
mine came under scrutiny for not posting signs
alerting staff to the confined space in the shed
and for having employees working alone without
periodically checking in.
Having all employees, contractors and visitors
adhering strictly to the rules and regulations of a
facility improves safety, but everyone must be
aware of the guidelines. Repetitive training reinforces knowledge of the rules at the facility.
Similarly, being familiar with the NIOSH or

Training on the theory of gas detection also
includes the characteristics of toxic hazards.
Carbon monoxide is colourless and
odourless. Without a gas detector, its
presence may go unnoticed until hazardous
levels are reached. With a better
understanding of gas hazards, the need
for safety measures is emphasized.
dangerous ppm levels and their corresponding
physiological responses for all gases that potentially are present can be used to assess situations and
properly interpret gas detector readings.
Training on the theory of gas detection also
includes the characteristics of toxic hazards. Carbon monoxide is colourless and odourless. Without a gas detector, its presence may go unnoticed
until hazardous levels are reached. With a better
understanding of gas hazards, the need for safety
measures is emphasized.
Similarly, exploring the causes of potentially
deadly atmospheric hazards is a fundamental part
of gas detection theory. Oxygen deficiency is a
concern during confined space entry, and causes
can include displacement, microbial action,
oxidation and combustion.
In May 2006, a contractor, Doug Erickson,
entered a shed built above a water pit to collect
drainage water for sampling at the decommissioned
Sullivan Mine in B.C, Canada. Low oxygen air had
been seeping into the sump from a drainage pipe
creating an oxygen deficient atmosphere. Doug
Erickson succumbed, but was in the shed for two
days until another contractor, who was also working alone, attempted to locate him. That employee
and two paramedics who later entered the shed
also succumbed. Issues and shortcomings in proce72

OSHA guidelines that govern your facility is important for all staff. Training and awareness are the
first step in creating a culture of safety.

More Training?
Training specific to certain industries and applications is often available. Confined space training is
available to increase awareness of potential dangers. Upon completion, participants are able to
identify confined spaces and understand the associated hazards. Additional courses may cover proper entry procedures, how to operate within the
confined space and utilizing appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE). Any employees who
may have to make a rescue from a confined
space can take special courses usually including
simulated rescues.
After completion of gas detection theory, procedural orientation for the facility, and confined
space training or other courses applicable to your
work environment, it is important to know how to
properly use your personal protective equipment
(PPE). PPE may vary between facilities, industries
and applications, and can include fall, hearing,
foot, eye and respiratory protection in addition to
a gas monitor. Understanding what a portable gas
detector can do and what it cannot do allows
workers to maximize their protection.
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Back to Basics
Every gas detector comes with a manual that
explains the standard parts of the monitor (including sensors and batteries), activating and deactivating the detector and how to attach accessories.
Comprehension of a detector’s abilities allows the
user to maximize its efficiency. Always read and
continue to review the manual that comes with
your personal protective equipment.
User options allow the customization of the
detector to suit certain applications and situations.
With multi-language support, workers can understand the information that the device is providing.
A passcode protect function may be equally useful
in preventing unauthorized access once the detector is used in the field. Without adequate training,
these user options may not be properly utilized
leading to potentially deadly situations. If a worker
cannot understand the information provided by
the detector, they may be put at significant risk.
Cleaning and caring for a gas detection device
properly also allows for maximum efficiency. Cer-

erly between calibration intervals. Today recommended calibration intervals vary, but there is
unanimous agreement amongst manufacturers
that verifying the function of portable safety gas
detectors between calibrations is necessary. Since
many users do not understand why functional
bump testing is necessary, the practice is often not
adopted. In some areas of the world functional
bump testing personal gas detectors between calibration intervals is virtually unheard of. Training on
all aspects of gas detection will help create an
awareness in these countries.
Photoionizaton detector sensors can suffer a
loss of sensitivity if internal components such as
the ultraviolet lamp or sensing electrodes become
dirty through everyday use. Performing a functional bump test with a known concentration of gas
will enable the user to determine if the PID is
responding properly.
Even though the gas detector performs diagnostic checks at start up and during operation it is
often not possible to detect a problem with sensor

Photoionizaton detector sensors can suffer
a loss of sensitivity if internal components
such as the ultraviolet lamp or sensing
electrodes become dirty through everyday
use. Performing a functional bump test
with a known concentration of gas will
enable the user to determine if the PID is
responding properly.
tain solvents, citrus, alcohol or silicone based products, soaps or polishers should not be used to
clean the exterior of detectors. Choose the manufacturer recommended cleaner in order to ensure
the sensors and detector are not being damaged.
Proper maintenance of a gas detector goes
beyond cleaning. Calibration and bump testing is
an important part of ensuring that a detector is
functioning properly.
While calibration adjusts sensor accuracy,
between calibrations the only way to confirm that
a gas detector is functioning properly and is capable of responding to gas is to expose the instrument to a concentration of target gas high
enough to initiate an alarm situation while the
instrument is in operating mode in a fresh air environment. This procedure is often referred to as a
functional bump test.
In the evolution of safety gas detection instrumentation, functional bump testing is a relatively
new practice. There was a time when calibration
was recommended frequently, even daily, but as
sensor technology and sensor performance
became better understood, the frequency began
to lengthen. As calibration frequency decreased it
was just assumed a detector was operating prop74

response. For example, the detector can not warn
users that sensor ports are obstructed by dirt, oil,
or some other substance, the capillary pore of an
oxygen sensor is blocked, or the catalytic bead of a
combustible sensor has been poisoned. Either way,
if gas is not able to reach the gas detector sensor,
the sensor is not able to detect its presence.
In addition to training through the use of manuals, many gas detector manufacturers and distributors offer training sessions that are specific to
certain industries and applications. Interactive
training CDs are produced by some companies
and can be a useful training tool.

Reinforcement
Continued education is important to reinforce
what is learned during:
● Gas detection theory
● Facility rules, regulations and procedure
● Gas detector training
Without repeated training sessions, complacency can set in. Training on atmospheric hazards and
how to safely work in potentially dangerous environments is imperative to the safety of both the
employees and facility. Above all, training should
IFF
never be neglected.
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Fire Control Technique
Pic courtesy of TEEX

By Robert Moore
Texas Engineering
Extension Service (TEEX)

In the fire service one of the key responsibilities of a fire department or response
agency whether Municipal or Industrial based is fire control. Fire control does not
only start once a fire has occurred but should also be a part of fire prevention
measures taken prior to a fire occurrence. This area of fire control is most
important due to the importance of prevention in loss of lives and property. If we
can install control techniques and instill fire prevention knowledge during the
pre-fire occurrence phase, then the control techniques needed during a fire will
be much safer, easier and more efficient.

T

here are many types of fire control techniques
used in today’s fire service. These techniques
are as different as the periods of firefighter
evolution in which they are used. In this article we
will discuss these periods and the techniques used.
There are 3 distinct phases or periods of fire
control. These are the pre-fire occurrence phase,
the fire occurrence phase and post-fire occurrence
phase. As stated earlier the most important period
in fire control is during the pre-fire occurrence
phase or prevention phase. Let us examine each
phase and the control techniques associated.

Pre-fire Occurrence Phase
Pre-fire occurrence is just what it says. It is the
period prior to the occurrence of a fire ignition.
During this period there are many fire control techniques that should be established. Without this
phase the fire incident rates in the world would be
tremendous. The fire control techniques during
this phase encompass design through planning,
76

detection and maintenance. Here are a few of the
most important pre-fire phase controls.
● Design
The design of what ever is being built is a key
element in fire control. Buildings and structures
can be designed in ways that will prevent fire
spread from one compartment or room to
another simply by construction methods.
Things such as fire barriers in walls, floors, and
ceilings are optimal in this aspect.
Using fire proof materials in construction is
another important factor in fire control. Today
there are many materials being used that will
prevent or deter fire spread in buildings and
structures.
● Pre-Plans
Pre-plans are a fire control technique that is
often overlooked. By pre-planning a structure
or industrial facility you will have the knowledge and tools to slow or stop flame spread
faster and safer. Municipal firefighters have
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●

used pre-plans for many years to understand
types of occupancies, building fire loads, layouts, locations of entry and egress, material
storages, and response routes. All of which are
very important in fire control. The Industrial
sector is now utilizing pre-plans to assist them
in faster control during fire emergencies. The
Industrial firefighter is interested in the same
information as the Municipal firefighter. They
are also looking more intensely at the fire load
due to the many different types of chemicals,
gasses, and solvents used in their industry.
Detection
There are many different types of detection
available today, smoke detectors, rate of rise
heat detectors, ionizing and non-ionizing,
monitored, and non-monitored. No matter
what type is used, these are one of the most
important aspects for life safety. As a fire
control technique, they are invaluable to
response times which are an important key
to fire control.

Fire Occurrence Phase
Of course during this phase we already have fire
ignition and the firefighters have responded and
are on the scene. They are in the process of setting
up the infamous hose lines to apply water and
extinguish the fire. Fire control does not only mean
extinguishment. There are techniques that can be
incorporated prior to the application of water that
will help control the fire spread and limit the
destruction while protecting occupants.
● Ventilation
Not only is the ventilation technique an excellent tool for firefighter safety, it can be invaluable in controlling the fire spread. By creating
an opening above the fire compartment (the
area that is burning) and creating openings in
the lower levels of the unburned areas of a
structure this will allow the heat load from the
fire to rise and vent out of the structure above
the fire compartment which will create a draft
and assist in containing the fire in one area. Of
course if not properly applied the ventilation
technique can cause the fire to spread to
unburned portions of the structure.
● Hose Line Attack
The use of water has been a staple in the fire
service. Of course everyone knows that water
can be used to extinguish a fire. Water is also
an excellent method to control fire spread. By
applying water to exposed structure the fire
service can prevent fire from extending outside
the fire compartment that already exists. The
cooling affect of the water will not allow new
fuel areas to ignite. As with ventilation, improper
use of the hose line attack can aid in spreading
the fire to other areas by pushing the fire outside the existing fire compartment. When using
the hose line attack, the firefighter should
always attack the fire in a direction that will
push the fire towards existing burned areas of a
structure. This will prevent fire spread to new
fuel areas and hopefully prevent unnecessary
water damage to the rest of the structure.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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CAFS (Compressed Air Foam) Units
Fire fighting foams have been used in industrial
fire fighting for many years. The Municipal fire
service has primarily used foam in industrial
applications and automobile fires. With the
advent of the CAFS unit the more municipal
departments are using foam inside burning
structures. The CAFS unit creates a viscous high
expansion foam, using a small amount of
water. This allows the foam to fill a fire
compartment cooling the area and preventing
oxygen from getting to the fire thus causing
the fire to die. We all remember the old fire
triangle, heat, fuel, and oxygen – take one
element away and the fire will go out. The
CAFS unit has allowed firefighter to use foam
without a large amount of water damage.

Post-fire Occurrence Phase
The post-fire occurrence phase is the period after
fire extinguishment and the fire department leaves
the scene. Too many times, as firefighters, we get
into big a hurry to leave the fire scene once the
fire has been “extinguished”. This is when we get
the classic rekindle or reignition. I personally do
not believe there is such a thing as rekindle. If the
fire reoccurs then we did not do our job and put it
out the first time.
● Utility Disconnect
When discussing utility disconnect we are
referring to electrical and natural gas. By ensuring these are totally disconnected from the
77
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Overhaul
Overhaul is probably the most important fire
control technique during the post-fire occurrence phase. Overhaul starts once the initial fire
has been extinguished. Proper overhaul will
ensure that all fire and smoldering material has
been extinguished or removed from the
structure. This will prevent reignition and an
unnecessary trip back to the scene.
What we have discussed have been basic fire
control techniques. There are many ways to control a fire which brings us to the most important
technique of all – Training. Training of firefighters
is the essential element in choosing the proper
technique used on the scene. Without proper
training firefighters will possibly create unnecessary fire spread. Training should start with a good
basic Recruit Academy and continue for the
remainder of their careers. Continuing education
conducted at least annually will allow firefighters
to enhance their ability to be more effective when
on scene.

structure it will help ensure that there is not an
added ignition source. These should be disconnected by the service provider or by qualified
personnel.

78

Training Service Providers
Regardless of whom you select as a training
provider you need to ensure that a few fundamental needs are met. You should start by looking at
the safety aspects of the facility. I am not only
talking about do they train safely, but what is the
condition of their facility and is it being maintained in a manner that would promote safety for
your team. The second item to consider is what
type of accreditation, certification, or professional
creditability does your training provider offer. You
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During the 1970s and ’80s, TEEX experienced
new records in annual school enrollment as Brayton
quadrupled in size to its current 120 acres. Today,
full-scale props ranging from aircraft fuselages to oil
refineries, unsurpassed training and premier instructors combine at the Brayton Fire Training Field to
form the world’s largest and most comprehensive
institute for emergency response training. The
combination of the selection of various props and
NFPA ProBoard certification classes fits into the
category of a “qualified” service provider.

Summary
It is ultimately your decision on how you will plan,
respond and recover from an incident. There are a
multitude of training providers that can help you
to established response protocols and give you the
baseline knowledge that you will need to cope
with fire. When selecting fire training service
providers it is critical to measure how the training
will be carried out and if the service provider can
meet your unique needs. The impact of this
training could prove to be the difference in you
having a small controllable incident or making the
IFF
5 o’clock news.
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Engineering Extension
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Arco Chemical Company for
21 years in fire and safety
and served as the Fire Chief.
Robert was one of the 15
specialists in the Channel
Industries Mutual Aid (CIMA)
group in Houston which
covers the Houston ship
channel and adjoining
industrial area. He is a
member of the ASSE and is a
Certified Safety Professional
(CSP) and holds certification
as a Certified Fire Protection
Specialist (CFPS).

Pic courtesy of TEEX
need to ensure yourself that your training provider
is not some “fly by night” outfit that will be here
today and gone tomorrow. No matter how good
your training records are there is always that possibility you will need to go to your service provider
for records or proof of training. You must ask
yourself is my service provider going to be in
business next year or even ten years from now. If
you take these and other related items into consideration prior to training you could save yourself
some potential headaches down the road.
The Brayton Fire Training Field builds upon a
long legacy of TEEX’s fire training services. In
1929, the State Firemen’s and Fire Marshal’s
Association of Texas selected Texas A&M for a

When selecting fire training
service providers it is critical to
measure how the training will
be carried out and if the
service provider can meet your
unique needs.
permanent fire school, with the first annual school
a year later attracting 196 firefighters from 76
Texas cities and towns for two days of drills and
ground practice. The success of the first school
prompted the Texas Legislature to officially recognize the A&M fire school as an “imperative public
necessity” in 1931. Under direction of Col. H.R.
Brayton, a chemistry professor, the annual fire
training schools quickly outgrew the A&M campus
and nearby Hensel Park in College Station. In
1960, TEEX took 26 acres of dusty scrub brush
west of the A&M campus and constructed the
present Brayton Fire Training Field. The 1960s saw
unprecedented demand for TEEX’s firefighter
training, particularly for industrial brigades and
Spanish-speaking firefighters.
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